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Abstract
Accurate high-temperature thermophysical property data for liquid metals and alloys are
important for simulation of laser-based 3D printing processes. To understand and better control
such additive manufacturing processes, knowledge of density, viscosity, and surface tension of
liquid metals and alloys versus composition and temperature is needed. Likewise, thermochemical
property data information regarding alloys, including chemical activities and free energies relative
to composition and temperature, aid in the understanding and development of phase data important
in the material design process. Vacuum electrostatic levitation (ESL) is an important technique
through which both thermophysical and thermochemical property measurements can be
accomplished without physical contact with the liquid.
We performed ESL measurements on molten Ti-based alloys, including elemental Ti, TixAl binaries (x = 0-10 percent weight), Ti-6Al-4V, and Ti-6Al-4V-10Mo, through a container-less
oscillating drop technique at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Ti-Al-V-Mo quaternary
alloy was studied for laser-based 3D printing, and showed improved mechanical properties over
traditional β Ti alloys. Results for elemental Ti, Ti-xAl, and Ti-6Al-4V are compared with
previously published results, while those for Ti-6Al-4V-10Mo are reported here for the first time.
Additional thermodynamic data are generated for binary Ti-Al, and compared to CALPHAD
results while viscosity and density values of liquid titanium were calculated via molecular
dynamics and compared to experimental values. The test and simulation procedure developed
provides a framework for the development of new and higher-order alloys in the high temperature
regime and in the liquid phase.

xv

Chapter 1 Motivation
1.1

Engineering Challenges
It is clear that there are many problems in engineering today across a broad and varied

spectrum of applications, whose solution space are limited by access to engineering materials
that possess the properties and characteristics required to push the engineering performance
envelope. A list of engineering problems for the 21st Century compiled by the National
Academy of Engineering presents a detailed list of 14 Grand Challenges which will serve
humanity in the current century [1]. Several of these Grand Challenges are directly influenced
by the restriction of available engineering materials including, but not limited to, making solar
energy a cost-neutral substitute for fossil-fuels; advancing the application of nuclear fusion;
perfecting carbon sequestration; accessibility of clean water; and the development of new
medical devices and treatments. All of these Grand Challenges, and others, are directly
influenced by the availability of special purpose, tailor-designed materials.
As evidence of the urgency at which materials development is pursued, programs and
networks have been created within various departments of the U.S. government requesting
research directly applied to materials development. Institutions such as the Air Force Research
Laboratory and Army Research Laboratory within the Department of Defense, NASA; networks
such as the creation of the Energy Materials Network within the Department of Energy, the
National Network for Manufacturing Innovation, and federal initiatives such as the Materials
Genome Initiative are all pursuing basic and applied research in the pursuit of higher
performance materials [2].
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1.1.1

Additive Manufacturing
One of the application areas which receives much attention is in the area of additive

manufacturing. The “3D printing” market is expected to explode in the coming decades [3], [4].
The process of direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) is one of the most popular methods of 3D
printing of metals and involves the firing of a laser into a metallic power bed [5]. The
optimization and control of the process for generation of high quality outcomes requires high
fidelity modeling of the multi-physics process which involves the melting-solidification of the
metallic powder. The dynamics of the melt pool and the path of crystallization will ultimately
determine structural properties of the part [6], [7]. In order to fully describe the process,
thermophysical properties of the liquid metal must be quantified including density, surface
tension, and viscosity as a function of temperature. Figure 1-1 is a representation of the
modeling of the powder bed melting and fusion process. In addition to DMLS, surface tension
and viscosity are key parameters in other liquid phase processes such as casting and joining
while density, in combination with thermal conductivity and specific heat, is important for heat
and mass transfer processes such as solidification where when not experimentally available,
property data is derived from semi-empirical extrapolations derived from free energies and may
significantly differ from experiment [8], [9], [10]. Titanium has become a material of choice in
the implementation of DMLS processes [11]. Titanium and Ti-based alloys are widely used in
aerospace, biomedical and other areas with a growing global demand [12] because of their high
strength and stiffness, low density, and resistance to corrosion [13],[14]. The measurements of
thermophysical properties are very important in the development of material property databases
and for the modeling of melting - solidification processes with the goal of optimizing design of
Ti-based alloys [8]. One common titanium alloy is Ti-6Al-4V, found in many industrial

2

applications [15], which therefore makes it a strong candidate for use in 3D printing applications.
A suggested improvement to the Ti-6Al-4V ternary alloy for the DLMS process is the quaternary
Ti-6Al-4V-10Mo, which was found to have improved tensile properties [13]. It would therefore
be beneficial to have the appropriate material properties of these alloys as a function of
temperature to model the DMLS process.

Figure 1-1

Modeling the melt process of the powder during SLM [16]

1.1.2 Powder Metallurgy
In addition to the laser melting of metal powders in 3D printing, the actual production of
metal powders for use in additive processes or other applications are generally made through one
of two processes, gas atomization or the plasma rotating electrode process (PREP). The
commonly used gas atomized powders are the most popular used raw materials for the additive
manufacturing of metal parts. They are produced by perturbing a molten metal stream with gas
jets. In PREP, molten metal is produced by arcing a rotating bar of feedstock with gas plasma,

3

the liquid metal is then centrifugally atomized as it is flung off the bar. The liquid metal droplets
then cool into spherical powder particles [11]. Both processes, therefore, are heavily influenced
by the thermophysical properties of the liquid metal.
1.2

Materials Development Approach
The requirement that meeting new engineering challenges involves the development and

application of potentially new and novel materials dictates that there be a robust and thoughtful
method and process in the materials development field. Most of the history of materials
development has involved the empirical understanding of the relationship between material
processing and properties, with the inclusion of material structure only occurring in the 20th
century as a way to understand the empirical results [17]. This effort was a largely unguided
exploration of material compositions from which the engineer could choose the option which
best met the need. Within the last 30 years an effort has been underway to utilize a more
structured approach to materials design, labeled as computational design of hierarchical
materials, where the hierarchical refers to the interaction of length and time scale dependent
material properties. Involving numerical computational resources to more closely predict
material response through the integration of process, structure, properties, and performance
(Figure 1-2). Despite the undoubted success of the development of this process [18], bringing
results that were considered beyond the scope of empirical practices alone, current developmentcycle time for materials is in excess of 20 years to bring a product to commercialization[19]. The
cost and time associated with the current development methods are not sufficient to be useful in
the timely solution of the grand challenges facing civilization today. Much thought has been
given on the most efficient application of all the tools available at the disposal of the engineer to
rapidly develop new engineering materials.
4

Figure 1-2

Integration of knowledge bases in materials design [17]

The use of numerical computation in the development of materials eventually became
known as Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME). ICME is the integration of
materials information, captured in computational tools, with engineering performance analysis
and manufacturing-process simulation. Of primary significance is the capture and synthesis of
information across many time and length scales, with techniques such as density functional
theory (DFT) on the electronic length scale, to molecular dynamics (MD) on the atomistic or
molecular length scale, macro or super-molecular models on the mesoscale, through to finite
element analysis (FEA) on the continuum scale [20].
The federal Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) is an effort by the U.S. government to
spur innovation and to buttress the existing work done in the field of materials development.
The goal of the initiative is to reduce by half the time it takes to bring a material to market from
the initial discovery, currently estimated as 20 years in total, which includes discovery,
development, manufacture, and deployment, and to do so at a fraction of the cost (Figure 1-3).
The concept integrates traditional ICME with experimentation, theoretical development, and data
analytics. The MGI vision states that because advanced materials are essential to economic
security and human well-being, including applications aimed at addressing challenges in clean
5

energy, national security, and human welfare, accelerating the pace of discovery and deployment
of advanced material systems is critical to global competitiveness in the current century (Figure
1-4). The MGI aims to usher an age of materials advancement and innovation that will serve as
the basis for strengthening industries in these fields [21].
This genomics approach incorporates four major challenges [22]: (1) Leading a culture
shift in materials-science research to encourage and facilitate an integrated team approach; (2)
Integrating experiment, computation, and theory and equipping the materials community with
advanced tools and techniques; (3) Making digital data accessible; (4) Creating a world-class
materials-science and engineering workforce that is trained for careers in academia or industry.
The research presented here pursues the second challenge, where experimentation can be utilized
to advance computational modeling, leading to more rapid data generation with more advanced
tools. The MGI more specifically describes several objectives and milestones that can be
directly affected by this work [22].
Objective: Create a MGI Network of Resources
•

Milestone 2.1.1: “…establish an information inventory, including contact
information or web links, for openly available codes, software, and experimental
capabilities for synthesis and characterization, as a resource for the community.”

•

Milestone 2.1.2: “…developing predictive software for structural materials.
[DOD, DOE, NIST, and NSF].”

Objective: Enable Creation of Accurate, Reliable Simulations
•

Milestone 2.3.1: “…in situ and in operando assessments of materials properties,
synthesis, and processes. [DOD, DOE, NASA, NIST, and NSF]”
6

Objective: Improve Experimental Tools—From Materials Discovery through
Deployment
•

Milestone 2.3.2: “…focusing on specific material classes and applications
including lightweight metals, catalysts, batteries and energy storage, and
semiconductors and integrated circuits. [NIST, DOE, DOD, and NSF]”

Figure 1-3

The Materials Development Continuum [22]

It should be noted that in brackets at the end of each milestone are the departments and
agencies that have the potential to affect change in the area, which gives insight into the wide
range of applications that development of the MGI process will support.

Figure 1-4

Strategic Industries and Core Structure of the Materials Genome Initiative [22]

The core structure of the MGI consists of three major components: computational tools,
experimental tools, and digital data. As described by Zhao, an essential component of MGI is
7

the need for experimental tools for high-throughput measurements for materials properties such
as elastic modulus, thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, and thermal expansion, and
especially those properties key to the prediction of mechanical properties. Application of these
measurements on composition varying samples can be used to quickly and efficiently obtain
composition–phase–structure–property relationships for materials property database building and
used with theoretical modeling to improve the predictability of models [23]. One such modeling
technique that can be combined with the experimentally derived material properties is the
calculation of phase diagram (CALPHAD) modeling, a widely used tools in alloy design, and
whose inputs are the binary and ternary phase diagrams developed experimentally [24]. For
some properties the experimental measurements are mostly for validation and for discovering
abnormal behaviors, for other properties, however, (i.e. thermal conductivity), reliable
prediction methodology has not been validated and experimental measurements are needed to
develop and to validate the analytical formulations [23]. Either way, close integration between
experimental, computational, and theoretical work is critical for advancing the framework for the
development of the materials genome for many important properties.
In summary, as the MGI study referenced above concludes, the current materials
development and optimization cycle cannot operate at the pace required by development teams,
in which the synergy among product design, materials, and manufacturing is a competitive
advantage, which in turn could threaten U.S. competitiveness in industries including, automotive,
and aerospace.
1.3

Focus of this Research
For the application of additive manufacturing of metals, the need for accurate materials

properties for the modeling of the melting/solidification process is significant. There is a dearth
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of available data for liquid metals, especially those of multi-component alloys, unless already
widely used in practice. For titanium and Ti-6Al-4V in particular, strong reactivity in the
presence of oxygen combined make high temperature measurements difficult, combined with
significant evaporation rates of Al in the alloys high temperature measurements of
thermodynamic and thermophysical quantities over the entire range of composition and
temperature is very limited. In addition, control of the chemical composition during testing is
difficult, so that experimental data that is produced is often not considered as reliable [25]. On
top of the measurement difficulties, often results of compositions that are generated are produced
by commercial entities that consider the results proprietary and not available in the literature
[26].
Electrostatic levitation (ESL) provides a containerless, noncontact measurement
technique for the accurate measurement of many important properties. Discussed in detail in the
following chapter, ESL facilitates the generation of high-temperature data and includes the
capability to produce significant under-cooling, since there are no nucleation sites in contact with
the sample. ESL has been utilized to generate an abundance of test data available for the
undercooled properties of elemental liquid metals, however, there is little in the form of multiple
component alloys, especially ternary and quaternary alloys [27]. The ESL technique provides
the stability to maintain constant sample temperatures while in a levitated state. This allows the
conversion of equilibrium vapor pressure data, generated through mass loss experiments, into
thermochemical properties as a function of composition.
The aim of this study, therefore, is to address the need for materials property data for
several titanium alloys while also addressing the development of a procedure for an improved
materials design process relating to the application of liquid metals specifically. The focus will
9

be on the experimental technique for measuring thermophysical properties of high temperature
liquid metals, especially refractories, while simultaneously generating thermochemical data
which could then aid in CALPHAD and new material design. An additional modeling technique,
molecular dynamics (MD), has demonstrated potential for the prediction of thermophysical
properties of metals and alloys whose inter-atomic potentials have been derived [28]–[30].
While MD has shown potential for physical properties, it is less applicable to the generation of
chemical properties due to the simplification of electron interactions. CALPHAD, on the other
hand, has demonstrated potential in generating chemical potentials and activities, as the
calculation of Gibbs Free Energy forms the basis of the analysis [31]. Typical CALPHAD
techniques rely on theoretical formulations such as the Hume-Rothery formation rules to
extrapolate to areas of phase diagrams that have not been measured empirically. The
combination of theoretical and stochastic techniques results in potential deviations from physical
processes, especially as higher-order alloys are investigated. Additionally, CALPHAD does not
currently provide a reliable methodology for the generation of undercooled properties. This calls
for an experimental technique such as ESL to be employed to support the numerical modeling
methods. Therefore, the two modeling techniques and experimental analysis have the potential
to be integrated to produce a more holistic generation of material property data, particularly at
high temperatures (Figure 1-5).
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ESL

MD
Figure 1-5

CALPHAD

Integration of experimental and modeling techniques for the development of hightemperature materials

1.3.1 Objectives
The primary desired outcomes of the research discussed herein is threefold. The first
objective is generate data relative to thermophysical and thermochemical properties of liquid
titanium alloys which are otherwise difficult to measure and to model. Data relating to the
quaternary alloy system Ti-Al-V-Mo will be presented for the first time. The generation of this
data will then facilitate the process modeling of DMLS as well as other powder metallurgy
manufacturing processes, which is the second primary objective. The third objective is to
investigate an improved comprehensive materials characterization and design process relative to
high-temperature and liquid metals. This is accomplished through the experimental extraction
of thermochemical properties as a function of temperature and composition, as an integrated part
of the thermophysical test procedure. The chemical data can then be used to improve the
CALPHAD database which aids in new material design as the CALPHAD technique is often
used as a first pass materials screening method [32]. Similarly, the thermophysical data can be
utilized to improve and validate MD modeling which can be used to more rapidly generate data
across temperature and composition ranges as well as generate elastic property predictions. A
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secondary objective is the development of a procedure for the improvement of ESL test
outcomes as the process can be sensitive to many variables, which increases the test time to
generate meaningful results. The improved outcomes can be by a combination of the physical
procedure of the experiment or improved numerical analysis of the test data.
1.3.2 Project Timeline and Funding
The genesis of this research has been the development of the Consortium for Innovation
in Manufacturing and Materials (CIMM), an effort led by L.S.U. consisting of five universities in
the state of Louisiana, and which is funded by a National Science Foundation (NSF)
Experimental Program to Simulate Cooperate Research (EPSCoR) award. The ESL testing was
conducted at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama in the months of
November, 2015; January, 2016; May, 2016; and June, 2016; with a total of 63 samples being
tested. The sample preparation and post-test analysis was completed at L.S.U. immediately prior
to and following the ESL testing, and the code development for processing the ESL data was
completed between December, 2015, and March, 2016. The CALPHAD simulations were
conducted in April and June, 2016, and the MD simulations were conducted between April and
June, 2016.
1.4

Outline of Dissertation
Chapter 1 will serve to identify the major motivations of the research including

challenges associated with the overall integration of materials design strategies along with
specific needs for the applications (liquid metals) and processes (DMLS) limited to the topic of
this report and provide an over-arching framework (ESL, etc.) for the solution of this problem.
Chapter Two of this report will serve to summarize the work done previously in the general
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areas of testing and characterization methods for the application of engineering materials, as well
as the specific work completed in the areas of ESL, especially as applied to the family of alloys
considered in this text. Chapter Three will provide the reader with the methodology and
procedures used to develop the desired property data results. Chapter Four will provide initial
results from the measurements taken during work conducted through the research presented here.
The testing results will be compared to preliminary modeling work and to the results of work
completed in previous studies. Chapter Five will discuss the significance of the findings and
provide the basis for and presentation of conclusions drawn from the results. Finally, future
work to be completed in line with the research presented here will be summarized.
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Chapter 2 Testing and Modeling Background
2.1

Testing and Characterization of Liquid Metals
The primary focus of this research is the generation of data which can be used for the

prediction of the physical behavior of metals in the liquid phase. The generation of this data
must generally occur through testing techniques as theoretical and modeling techniques have not
proven reliable and consistent in these regimes. Indeed, while both classical and quantum
statistical models and theories have been proposed over the course of the last hundred years,
there is today no theory which describes the surface tension (or viscosity) of a liquid
multicomponent metallic alloy at high temperatures, adequately [26]. Likewise, the same
generally can be said of modelling efforts, especially with regards to alloys of order greater than
two. However, approximations that can be made, which when validated by experimental data,
prove useful in the in generation of specific and limited property data. The computational
development of phase diagram data for the high temperature regimes relies on the theoretical
extrapolation of experimental data, and thus is limited in reliability to the availability and
accuracy of experimental data.
2.1.1 Traditional Thermophysical Property Measurement Techniques
For high temperature measurements (1500-2000 K or higher), such as those of refractory
metals in liquid states, classical liquid density measurements (pycnometry or use of floats) are
not feasible because chemical reactions with containers and floats will corrupt the test. Even
oxides yield suboxides in the presence of pure metal reducing agents, and liquid metals are
almost universal solvents to form alloys. Therefore, without containerless test methods there are
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virtually no reliable densities of liquids for temperatures greater than 2000 K and relatively few
values for liquids in the range 1500-2000 K [33].
Commonly techniques for measuring surface tension include the sessile and pendant
drop, the maximum bubble pressure, the Wilhelmy plate and/or the Du Noüy ring and the
levitated drop. According to Egry et al., the only methods that are suitable for accurate studies of
high temperature applications are the surface drop shape methods (sessile and pendant drop) and
the containerless levitated drop method (ESL and EML). For the sessile and the pendant drop
techniques, a liquid drop is placed on a flat, unwetted, solid surface (sessile drop: Figure 2-1a),
or formed from a capillary (pendant drop: Figure 2-1b, pinned drop: Figure 3-1c) and its profile
image is acquired. The drop shape can be described by the Laplace Equation, which has no
analytical solution, so the parameters, including the surface tension, must be determined
numerically by fitting the equation to the experimental drop shape [26].

Figure 2-1

Conventional surface tension measurement methods: a) Au sessile drop, b) Au
pendant-drop c) Sn pinned drop [26]

While conventional methods used to measure surface tension are the sessile-drop method,
and the pendant-drop method, conventional methods of measuring viscosity include the capillary
method, the oscillating vessel method, the rotational method, and the oscillating-plate
method.[34]. These techniques are appropriate for chemically inert liquids, however, they are
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not adequate for many high temperature materials which react strongly with their containers,
including titanium. This issue, as well as complexities in equipment, calibration, and data
treatment, the data available relative to viscosity of high temperature materials tend to have a
high level of variation or scatter. Relative to any given surface tension measurement method, a
significant degree of variation of data of a same sample material can be caused by different
surface conditions or contaminants. The viscosity is less sensitive to surface contamination than
the surface tension, however, the viscosity data are sensitive to flows in liquids caused by
external perturbation forces such as gravity, applied magnetic forces, or electrostatic forces [35].
While the conventional approaches are hindered by sample contamination, the levitation methods
are not, but must account for the application of magnetic or electrostatic fields.
2.1.2 Electrostatic Levitation
2.1.2.1 Introduction
A method of study of materials is needed in which high temperature testing can be
achieved for property determination without the contamination of the container and maintaining
sample purity for the study of properties of materials in metastable states and properties of
materials in liquid states which have high melting points.

This type of measurement calls for a

container-less levitation method of testing. Four primary levitation methods have been proposed
for containerless processing, including electrostatic, electromagnetic, acoustic, and aerodynamic
[36], [37] with the balance of published data related to refractory metals produced by
electrostatic and electromagnetic means. Electrostatic levitators have under continuous
development for over 30 years and are relatively mature tools for material science investigators
[27]. Electrostatic levitators eliminate physical contact with a container facilitating the study of
corrosive or high temperature materials in their solid or liquid phases. Heterogeneous
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contamination from the container is eliminated, and therefore it is possible maintain undercooled
and metastable phases. The nucleation and solidification phenomena can be scrutinized, the
atomic structure and dynamic of liquid and metastable phases can be probed and the physics of
molten drops could be investigated. The measure of thermophysical properties and the study of
synthesis and fabrication of materials with new properties are also possible with current
facilities. The following section describes the principle of electrostatic levitation while retracing
the development of various facilities throughout the world of which there a limited number,
focusing on the advances made by each research group.
2.1.2.2 ESL Development
Originally developed as positioners for materials and fluid science experiments in space,
the materials testing technique electrostatic levitation (ESL), first proposed as early as the 70’s
[38] and studied by the Battelle Institute for use in experiments on SpaceLab, was developed
primarily at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) throughout the 80’s and 90’s [39]. The
electrostatic levitation control scheme was initially described by Rhim in 1985 [40]. By 1993,
Rhim, et al. had developed a high-temperature electrostatic levitation technology for containerless processing of metals and alloys [41]. This was the first demonstration of a high-vacuum,
high-temperature ESL system. This method showed several important advantages of existing
electromagnetic levitation (EML) system. Namely, the ESL showed high flexibility in the
materials that can be sampled (metals, semi-conductors, and insulators), in contrast to the EML
technique which is limited to conducting samples only. The ability to operate in a wide range of
temperatures without affecting levitation is also unique to ESL as opposed to EML where the
levitation field is couple to the heating process. This de-coupling allowed the study of materials
passing through superheating-undercooling (supercooling)-recalescence cycles. In this context
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undercooling is the process of lowering the temperature of the liquid below its melting point
without solidification beginning. The recalescence is the crystallization or solidification which
occurs at the point of homogenous nucleation, releasing the latent heat of fusion, and occurs
when the difference in Gibbs free energy between the liquid and solid reaches a critical value
[42].
Additional advantages provided by the ESL technique include providing a relatively
quiescent environment for the sample, so that the sample is not subjected to shape distortion
from the levitation process. Finally, the ESL creates a more open view of the sample from the
chamber perspective, which allows more flexibility in the diagnostic methods. The major
drawback listed by Rhim et al, is that the ESL technique does require either a high-vacuum or
high-pressure environment so that the electric field can be applied without gas breakdown
occurring during sample processing.
In the first ESL iteration at JPL [41], the heating method was by a 1 kW Xenon lamp.
Figure 2-2 is a schematic of the original levitator which depicts the upper and lower electrodes
and the position monitoring system. The principle entails the positioning of a charged sample,
achieved through the application of active feedback- controlled electrostatic fields, generated by
a set of electrodes positioned around the sample.
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Figure 2-2

Schematic of original JPL ESL [41]

The method of electrostatic levitation was presented with the model, with charging by
photoelectric and thermionic emission presented in detail, where the charge voltage difference
between the electrodes required to overcome gravity can be related to the surface charge, 𝑄𝑠 , by:
𝑚𝑔 = 𝑄𝑠 𝑉/𝐿

2-1

where 𝑚 is the mass of the sample carrying the charge, and 𝐿 is the separation distance of the
electrodes. Properties that were investigated with the first generation system included the true
temperature, the spectral emissivity, the density (specific volume), the. hemispherical total
emissivity, the specific heat, the surface tension, the viscosity, and the electrical conductivity
[43]. The process was first demonstrated by cycling zirconium through superheating and
undercooling cycles and measuring properties, including enthalpy range, over a temperature
range.
Surface charging methods include capacitive, photoelectric, and thermionic where
capacitive charging was used in initial launch of the sample and a combination of photoelectric
(induced by a UV source) and thermionic charging occur during processing. Once the sample
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temperature exceeded about 1200 oC, the thermionic charging mechanism dominated
photoelectric charging, enhancing the sample charge [41].
Margrave described the particular difficulty and importance of investigating the
thermophysical properties of liquid metals and how this can be accomplished through levitation
techniques. Thermophysical properties of undercooled liquid metals at high temperatures,
including enthalpy increments, heats of fusion, heat capacities, spectral emissivities and
reflectivities, indices of refraction, dielectric constants, surface tensions, viscosities, thermal
conductivities, thermal diffusivities, densities, thermal expansion coefficients and
compressibilities were all listed as important properties that can be extracted from levitation
techniques. He also gave a brief history of the development of levitation methods with respect to
molten metals and describes a levitator developed at Rice University [33]. The Rice University
calorimeter utilized magnetic levitation was used to investigate conducting materials and alloys.
Margrave reported some properties including emissivity and heat capacity of elemental liquid
metals.
Rulison et al., introduced in 1997 an upgraded ESL system for investigating refractory
solids and melts, dubbed ESCAPES (ElectroStatic ContAinerless ProcEssing System) [36].
ESCAPES was designed for the investigation of several properties that built upon the original
JPL levitator, including phase equilibria, metastable phase formation, time–temperature–
transformation diagrams, etc. Figure 2-3 depicts a typical melt-solidification cycle processed in
the ESCAPES system. ESCAPES incorporated several design improvements over the original
demonstrator, including a more responsive computer control system to help set and maintain
optimum levitation control feedback parameters, a separate light sources for heating and
charging (to prevent runaway discharging), and narrow band heating and charging light sources
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for the use of optical pyrometry. Heat was transferred via a 50 W Nd:YAG laser operating at
1.064 𝜇m for specimen heating whose power is remotely controllable from 0 to 50 W and a
deuterium arc lamp was utilized for specimen charging through photoelectric emission (UV
radiation with wideband UV filter). The ESCAPES system was utilized to process metals,
ceramics, and semiconductors to temperatures exceeding 2300 K. The laser heating represented a
significant improvement over arc lamp heating as the heating laser had improved focus and aim,
and delivered power to the specimen without heating the surrounding electrode assembly.
Further planned improvements included increasing the total vacuum pressure via installation of a
higher capacity roughing pump, controlling the pressure of reactive gases such as oxygen by use
of a titanium sublimation pump, and improved diagnostic capabilities, such as ellipsometry and
total radiation detection. The authors recognized that the melt and solidification of the materials
processed in ESCPAES were strongly affected by gravitational accelerations and that there exists
a need to develop containerless technology for use in low gravity environments.

Figure 2-3

Temperature–time trace for a 51 mg specimen of Ni24Zr76 eutectic alloy [36]
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Submitted for publication on the same day as the article describing the ESCAPES system,
a noncontact technique for measuring surface tension and viscosity of molten materials was
described by Rhim et al. [35],[44]. The description formalized for the first time the technique for
elucidating surface tension and dynamic viscosity simultaneously by a non-contact drop
oscillation relative to an ESL facility and to molten metals. The technique described four basic
steps: 1) levitation of a small (1-3 mm diameter) sample and melting in a high vacuum, high
temperature electrostatic levitator; 2) Achieving a resonant oscillation of the drop by application
of a low level ac electric field pulse to the drop, with the pulse at the resonant frequency of the
drop; 3) recording of transient signals of the drop oscillation following cessation of the pulse; 4)
calculation of both the surface tension and the viscosity from parameters extracted from the
resulting decay of the oscillation signal. The technique was validated and demonstrated with a
molten tin and a zirconium sample, and results were presented. For the zirconium sample,
undercooling of as much as 300 K was achieved and measurements of the surface tension and
viscosity were captured in the undercooled states. The technique as described was not limited to
metals but also applicable to semi-conductors. Figures 2-4 and 2-5 depict the ESL set-up for
inducing and capturing the drop oscillations for surface tension and viscosity measurement. The
important parameters for calculating the surface tension and viscosity, including the use of back
light, and charge coupled device (CCD) camera for image detection and oscillation signal
processing.
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Figure 2-4

JPL ESL schematic: (a) He-Ne position sensing laser, (b) position sensing
detector, (c) focusing lens, (d) focusing reflector, (e) side positioning electrode,
(f) top/bottom electrodes, (g) sample, (h) back light diffuser, (i) fiber optical back
light, (j) He-Ne blocking filer, (k) long distance microscope, (l) CCD camera, (m)
pyrometer, (n) YAG laser [35]

Figure 2-5

Schematic of electrode arrangement with oscillation pulse generator [35]

As first described by Lord Rayleigh [45], a liquid drop free from external force
(including gravity or electric field) will assume a spherical shape due to surface tension. A small
amplitude axisymmetric oscillation undergoing weak damping can be described in terms of the
radius as a function of time, 𝑟(𝑡) as [46]:
−𝑡

𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑟0 + ∑∞
𝑛=2 𝑟𝑛 cos(𝜔𝑛 𝑡) 𝑃𝑛 (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) exp ( 𝜏 )
𝑛
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where 𝑟0 is the radius of the undeformed drop, 𝑃𝑛 (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) is the nth order Legendre polynomial, 𝜃
is the angle measured from the vertical z axis to the direction of radial distortion, 𝜔𝑛 is the
characteristic oscillation frequency corresponding to the nth mode, 𝜏𝑛 is the damping constant,
and 𝑟𝑛 is the oscillation amplitude of the nth mode. Here the term for n =1 could be omitted as it
describes translation movement of the drop that we are not concerned with. The oscillation
frequency is given by:
𝜎

𝜔𝑛 = 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)(𝑛 + 2) 𝜌𝑟 3

2-3

0

where 𝜎is the surface tension and 𝜌 is the density. The damping constant is given by Lamb’s
Law [47]:
1
𝜏𝑛

𝜂

= (𝑛 − 1)(2𝑛 + 1) 𝜌𝑟 2
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0

where 𝜂 is the viscosity of the drop. For an oscillation of mode n =2, the drop shows
axisymmetric oscillations, and we can simplify Equation 3, our oscillation frequency, and solve
for the surface tension:
2

3

𝜎 = 𝜔28𝜌𝑟𝑜
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From Equation 4, with n = 2 mode, we get the viscosity:
2

𝑜
𝜂 = 𝜌𝑟
5𝜏
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The charged drop in the ESL test will carry a surface charge, 𝑄𝑠 , which will deviate the
drop oscillations frequencies from that of a drop free from external force. According to Rayleigh
[48], once the surface charge is determined, the surface tension could be expressed as:
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𝑄2

3

2
𝜎 = 𝜌𝑟8𝑜 (𝜔2c
+ 64𝜋2 𝑟𝑠3 𝜎𝜖 )
0

0
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where 𝜖0 is the permittivity of vacuum. A sensitivity analysis by this study resulted in an
increase in the surface tension of less than one percent due to the surface charge term. The effect
of gravity and the electric field also has the effect of a slight deviation from a spherical shape, as
describe by Feng and Beard who also found that the presence of the field resulted in a decrease
in the characteristic frequency and that a more accurate approximation of the oscillatory motion
is by multiple Legendre polynomials [49]. Improvements to the linear relationship described by
Rayleigh were also described by Becker et al. by solving Navier-Stokes equations for an
incompressible fluid and including linear and nonlinear terms [50]. The improved analytical
function provided little difference in results for frequency and time decrement of the oscillating
drop, however. Figure 2-6 depicts a typical oscillation signal generated from an excitation pulse
and oscillation decay due to the liquid properties. The frequency and time constant could be
determined from this signal for determination of the physical properties at the test conditions.

Figure 2-6

Typical signal generated from droplet excitation and oscillation decay [35]
𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏 sin[2𝜋(𝑓0 + 𝑓1 )𝑡 + 𝜙]
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Arai et al., described the development of an ESL laboratory at the National Space
Development Agency of Japan (NASDA), later JAXA, for the study of containerless materials
processing to establish undercooled and nucleation processing techniques for oxides and highmelting-temperature metals with the aim of installation an electrostatic levitation furnace (ELF)
on the International Space Station [37]. Like the previous ESL facilities, the ELF allowed
samples to be undercooled and studied. Precise measurements of the thermophysical properties
of molten samples were carried out and studies of material processing from undercooled states
were conducted. NASDA made the strategic decision to focus on ESL as opposed to other
levitation technologies for the purposes of its research and reported the results of an experiment
of a ceramic oxide using the electrostatic containerless furnace under the microgravity conditions
achieved in a sounding rocket. An ELF developed by JAXA is now operating aboard the
International Space Station (ISS). Figure 2-7 depicts the ELF developed by JAXA.

Figure 2-7

Components of the ELF developed by JAXA [37]

Paradis et al., described in 2002 a new ELF developed at JAXA that included the
additional capacity to conduct neutron scattering experiments of superheated and undercooled
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materials [51]. The facility had improved capabilities in terms of vacuum conditions, sample
position stability, long duration levitation times, and open field views of the molten sample,
which allow additional measurement capabilities. Potential modifications of the apparatus for
atomic structure and dynamic studies of dielectric oxides glass forming materials were also
presented. The inclusion of neutron scattering provides an important probe of condensed matter
due to its ability to determine both the atomic structure and dynamics, enabling the study of
phenomena which include metastable phased formation, vitrification, and diffusion.
Additionally, the thermophysical properties determined by drop oscillation could be compared to
the neutron scattering approach to give insight into the relationship between the structure and
macroscopic properties. Figure 2-8 depicts the arrangement of the upgraded ELF at JAXA.

Figure 2-8

Schematic view of upgraded ELF for neutron scattering experiments at JAXA
[51]

Zhou et al. reported improvements to the ESL at JPL, dubbed (HTESL) and the
application of the improvements to the determination of surface tension and viscosity of silicon,
which had historically been difficult to process [52]. The upgraded procedure involved the use of
four laser beams of equal intensity with tetrahedral heating arrangement were used, which aids in
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generating a more uniform temperature distribution in the sample. An upgraded image
processing technique was also unveiled to produce reliable volume measurements. The sample
mass was monitored during oscillation testing in order to increase the accuracy of surface tension
and viscosity measurements and the effect of mass loss was accounted or in the final analysis.
Bradshaw et al., in 2005 described in detail a new machine image processing technique
for the accurate measurement of the volume of the levitated sample [53] . By combining optical
dilatometry with numerical methods, they developed a high-speed and high-precision technique
with subpixel resolution. The digitally recorded images employed required the development of
numerical routines to recover the locations of sample edges and, in turn, produce high-precision
measurements at the sub-pixel level.
Paradis et al, in 2008 summarized much of the research and development carried out at
JAXA, especially in ESL work studying metastable phase formation, synthesis of multi-function
materials, vitrification, and diffusion [54]. The results of the materials analyzed to that point
were presented, which consist of pure elemental materials in the vacuum facility, and several
ceramics in the pressurized facility. The applications and merits of ground based ESL as well as
in reduced gravity were discussed.
The NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) ESL, originally developed in the late
1990s, has developed the capabilities to measure, in addition to thermophysical properties
(density, surface tension, viscosity, specific heat, etc.) through temperature and drop oscillations,
creep strength and sample emissivity, while all measurements can be performed on a single
sample [55]. The MSFC ESL has been used to process a wide variety of materials including
metals, alloys, ceramics, glasses and semiconductors. Typical sample sizes that are supported
range from 2-3 mm diameter and 30-70 mg. Test samples have been fabricated by arc melting,
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machining, hydraulic pressing, and laser melt. The facility contains both 200W YAG and 300 W
CO2 solid state lasers for heating and processing samples. The MSFC ESL has the flexibility to
process materials under such varied conditions from 10-8 Torr vacuum up to 3800 Torr of
positive chamber pressure. Figure 2-9 shows a schematic of the MSFC ESL system.

Figure 2-9

Schematic of NASA MSFC ESL [55]

High throughput sample processing is facilitated through the installation of a carousel
with sample load locks. Additional equipment includes a Phantom V7 camera with capabilities
including 12 bit monochromatic images at 800x600 pixel resolution and rates up to 160,000
frames per second. “The Redlake Motion Pro Model 10,000 provides 8 bit monochromatic
images with 1280x1024 pixel resolution at rates up to 10,000 frames per second [55]”
Additional optical viewports are available for the installation of additional instrumentation as the
user sees fit. Residual gas analysis and infrared imaging are also available. To date, the
maximum temperature used for sample processing is 3400 °C. Figure 10 is a photograph of the
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MSFC ESL instrumentation while Figure 11 is a photograph of the inside of the vacuum
chamber while Figure 12 is a photograph of a levitated sample in the chamber.

Figure 2-10

Photograph of ESL chamber and instrumentation at MSFC [56]

Figure 2-11

Photograph of ESL vacuum chamber and levitated sample at MSFC [57]
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2.1.3 Additional Containerless Testing Techniques
As mentioned previously, four primary methods of containerless testing have been
developed and utilized in materials testing. In addition to the electrostatic method presented
here, aerodynamic, acoustic, and electromagnetic methods have been employed to varying
degrees of success. Aerodynamic levitators can levitate a wide array of material types
(conductor, semi-conductor, insulator), provide good sample control at temperature, and have
been employed in parabolic flight experiments, however, do not provide as quiescent a
processing condition and have higher temperature gradients than do electrostatic levitators [58].
Aerodynamic levitators are also not capable of operating under a vacuum. Acoustic levitators
exhibit similar limitations to aerodynamic levitators with lower sample stability at high
temperatures [59]. The use of an acoustic levitator, in addition to optical levitators, is best
employed in micro-gravity conditions. Electromagnetic levitators require coils to be surrounding
the sample, which severely limits access to the sample for property measurements. In addition,
the sample must be of a material which is electrically conductive, and the levitation is coupled to
sample heating [60]. Furthermore, the sample is subjected to strong convection during processing
deforming the shape slightly[61].
2.2

Numerical Modeling
Numerical modeling techniques provide a method for expanding and rapidly reproducing

experimental testing that can be costly and time consuming. The models must be validated
against experimental data and, once validated, can also be used to substantiate new experimental
methods within the proper physical regime. The computational calculation of phase diagrams,
well-suited for generation of thermodynamic and thermochemical material properties, and
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molecular dynamic simulations, well-suited for the generation of thermophysical and elastic
material properties are briefly described below as methods that will be utilized in this study.
2.2.1 CALPHAD
A phenomenological and semi-empirical approach to computational thermodynamics,
CALPHAD stands for CALculation of PHAse Diagrams, aims at coupling phase diagrams with
thermochemistry by computational techniques. Established as a computational method over 35 years
ago, this method is based on the theory of deriving the thermodynamic functions of a system from
previous experimental databases [62], [63]. The parametric thermodynamic models of Gibbs free
energy functions are expressed as polynomials of temperature and chemical composition. The
polynomial parameters are obtained by optimizing the available experimental data. The
experimentally optimized coefficients model the Gibbs energy of a phase including descriptions of
melting and other transformation temperatures, solubilities, and other thermodynamic properties
including heat capacities, enthalpies of formation, and chemical potentials. The following model is
commonly used to estimate the Gibbs energy as a function of temperature [64]:
𝐺(𝑇) − Σ𝑥𝑖𝐻𝑖𝑆𝐸𝑅(𝑇0) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑇 + 𝐶𝑇ln𝑇 + Σ𝑛dn𝑇𝑛
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where 𝐺𝑜(𝑇) is the Gibbs energy relative to a standard element reference state (SER), 𝐻𝑖𝑆𝐸𝑅 is the
enthalpy of the element i in its stable state at the reference temperature and pressure, and a,b,c and dn
are the model parameters. The Gibbs energy for a stoichiometric compound can be described as

G = xioGi + xj oGj + ΔGf

2-10

where xi is the mole fraction of component i, and oGi represents the Gibbs energy of a component
in its standard state. ΔGf is the Gibbs energy of formation per mole of atoms of the
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stoichiometric compound. For multi-component solution phases, the following expression for the
Gibbs energy is used:
𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍
𝐺 = 𝐺𝑜 + 𝐺𝒎𝒊𝒙
+ Δ𝐺

2-11

𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
where 𝐺𝑜 is the Gibbs energy relative to a standard element reference state, 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥
is the ideal mixing

contribution, and Δ𝐺 is the excess Gibbs energy of mixing (the non-ideal mixing contribution). For a
binary single sub-lattice model, the Gibbs free energy can be calculated by using the following
equation:
𝑗

ΔGAB = 𝑥𝐴 𝑥𝐵 ∑𝑖=0 𝐿𝐴𝐵,𝑖 (𝑥𝐴 − 𝑥𝐵 )𝑖
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where 𝐿𝐴𝐵,𝑖 is a ith order binary interaction parameter between species A and B, and 𝑥𝐴 , 𝑥𝐵 is the
mole fraction of species A and B. Since the CALPHAD method relies upon empirical relationships,
the extrapolation and interpolation of these relationships can be improved by improving the
parameters governing them, such that the development of additional experimental data is beneficial
to the model, and ultimately to the material design process.

2.2.2 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a popular simulation technique that has been developed
over the last fifty years [65] which calculates the physical trajectories of all atoms and molecules
in a system in order to quantify macro properties. The method takes advantage of Newtonian
mechanics to project the position and momentum of each particle, modeled as a hard sphere.
The system is therefore treated as a classical many-body system. From the motion of the
ensemble of atoms, microscopic and macroscopic information can be extracted via statistical
mechanics relationships, regarding such properties as transport coefficients, phase diagrams, and
structural or conformational properties. A potential energy functional for the system is computed
from which individual force equations for each atom are derived [66]. Force fields, or inter33

atomic potentials, are applied to the atoms to estimate the interaction of electronic forces. The
potentials are developed either semi-empirically or through first principles calculations. A
classical MD simulation typically involves several basic steps [67]. First, a system of N particles
is selected and assigned initial positions and velocities. The equations of motion are solved until
the system no longer changes with time and the system is equilibrated. The system is then
initialized by assigning initial positions and velocities relative to the system that is under study,
with some external condition applied such as a thermostat or barostat. The forces are then
calculated on the particles and the equations of motion are integrated to determine trajectories at
which point the next time step initiates with new particle positions and velocities. The
trajectories can then be used to calculate bulk phenomena. If considering only the interaction
between a particle and its nearest neighbors, this implies that, for a system of N particles, we
must evaluate N x (N-1)/2 pair distances, which would result in the time needed for computation
of the forces to be proportional to N2. A typical algorithm used for efficient calculation of
motion is the Verlet algorithm [68]. In a simplified form, the position, 𝑟, of a particle at a new
time-step, (𝑡 + Δ𝑡):
𝑟(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 2𝑟(𝑡) − 𝑟(𝑡 − Δ𝑡) +

𝑓(𝑡)
𝑚

Δ𝑡 2
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A particularly well suited inter-atomic potential for metals is the semi-empirical
embedded atom method (EAM) or modified embedded atom method (MEAM) potential due to
the unique electronic structure of metallic-bonded systems [69], [70]. EAM potentials are most
prevalent for a single element interaction with few binary or higher order potentials available.
The general form of the EAM is [71]:
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑𝑖 𝐹𝑖 (𝜌𝑖 ) +
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1
2

∑𝑖,𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗) 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 (𝑅𝑖,𝑗 )

2-14

𝜌𝑖 = ∑𝑖≠𝑗 𝑓𝑗 (𝑅𝑖,𝑗 )
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where 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the total internal energy, 𝜌𝑖 is the electron density at atom i due to all other atoms,
𝑓𝑗 is the electron density of atom j as a function of distance from its center, 𝑅𝑖,𝑗 is the separation
between atoms i and j, 𝐹𝑖 (𝜌𝑖 ) is the energy to embed atom i in an electron density 𝜌𝑖 , and 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 is a
two-body central potential between atoms i and j. Several EAM potentials have been proposed
for the Ti-Al binary system [72]–[74]. Due to the empirical nature of EAM potentials, they are
generally only accurate over the short range of temperatures they were developed for. Han et al.
Kim et al. and Lee et al., have attempted the use of the EAM type potentials in applications of
liquid metals with varying results [28], [73], [74]. The Kim 2nd nearest neighbor (2NN) MEAM
potential will be utilized in this study for investigation of density and viscosity of titanium in the
liquid phase.
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Chapter 3 Test Method
3.1

Introduction
The process for obtaining reliable thermophysical and thermochemical property data

utilizing an integrated technique of modeling, testing, and characterization methods will be
described here. The primary focus will be on the ESL testing technique for obtaining
thermophysical property data through established means and the development of a protocol for
obtaining thermochemical data simultaneously. The process will be enumerated in this chapter
while results will be discussed in the following chapters. The testing described herein took place
at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, Alabama. The new
Consortium for Innovation in Manufacturing and Materials, of which LSU is the lead sponsor,
has interest in the National Center for Advanced Manufacturing (NCAM), housed at the
Michoud Assembly Center near New Orleans, Louisiana. MSFC overseas the activities at the
Assembly Center. A schematic of the related entities is presented in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1
3.2

Relationship between the MSFC ESL Lab and LSU

ESL Procedure
The ESL procedure in general will utilize established means for generating density data

as well as drop oscillations for calculation of surface tension and viscosity. The specific method
of sample utilization and characterization will allow for the control and extraction of meaningful
data in terms of evaporation rates, which can then generate reliable thermodynamic data for
properties such as equilibrium vapor pressure, chemical activities, etc [75].
3.2.1 Sample Preparation
Figure 3.2 depicts a flow diagram of the test procedure utilized for the ESL tests
conducted at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center ESL Lab. The materials tested were
fabricated from raw elemental powder metals of high elemental purity (≥99.5 percent). The
powder samples were mixed to a desired weight composition for each alloy under consideration.
An analytical digital balance (Scientech, SA210) with a precision of 0.1 mg was used to measure the
mass. The metal powders were first mixed uniformly in a polystyrene ball mill jar for around 15
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minutes. Equimolar mixtures of the corresponding elements were placed in a water-cooled copper
crucible under an argon environment. Vacuum arc melting (VAC) was employed for fabrication of

the ESL test specimens using a Edmund Bühler /MAM-1 model arc-melter. The samples were
inverted and re-melted in order to ensure good homogeneity throughout the sample without any
directional bias for composition. For each composition under investigation, a set of samples
were set aside for compositional analysis immediately following arc melting. This provides the
relative change in elemental composition due to the VAC process. For compositional analysis,
all samples were mounted, polished and etched and examined by energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDAX). The specimen was mounted with epoxy resin to form a 30 mm diameter
by 20 mm height cylinder. The base of the cylinder was polished by using a silicon carbide (SiC)
abrasive from 240 to 800 grit. The samples were polished until the diameter was near the
original diameter such that analysis was conducted at the center of the specimen. Chemical
composition analysis of the specimens was performed by EDAX, examined using a field-emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM), FEI model Quanta™ 3D FEG, focused ion beam (FIB)

instrument, equipped with BSE and EDS detectors. For compositional analysis, measurements
were taken over several locations (typically 10) and the results averaged. The spot size of the
EDAX instrument was about 1 micrometer (μm) in diameter with a similar depth. This also
provides an opportunity to examine the microstructure of the alloy, as the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) could be used to return high resolution images of the sample microstructure.
The remaining samples were weighed and transported to the ESL lab.
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Figure 3-2

Process flow diagram for ESL testing
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3.2.2 ESL Preparation
Preparation of the ESL chamber consisted of extensive cleaning of the electrode and
instrument surfaces, and then placing the chamber under a vacuum of at least 10-9 torr, and then
utilizing a calibration standard, typically of zirconium, with a known diameter to levitate at a low
temperature. This allows the investigator to process the images of the sphere with known
diameter and to determine the actual pixel size produced by the camera (Figures 3-3 and 3-4). In
addition to the vacuum pump system, a chiller system provided dedicated cooling water to the
YaG laser, requiring both systems to have adequate start-up time, typically three hours for the
vacuum process.

Figure 3-3

Calibration test for measurement of pixel area
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Figure 3-4

Measurement of calibration diameter for calibration check

3.2.3 Image processing
The video for the calibration test, as well as subsequent density and oscillation tests were
processed within the MATLAB® software environment. Each video image was processed
individually in order to measure certain properties. The images were first cropped and then
transformed into binary images such that each individual pixel could be represented by a zero or
one. This required proper selection of the edge of the region which represented the sphere.
Once the image was binary, the size of the region could be measured by counting pixels. In this
general method, properties such as pixel area, diameter, major axis, minor axis, eccentricity, and
orientation of the major axis relative to horizontal could all be calculated, from which all the
other properties needed for the thermophysical measurements could be derived. Figures 3-5
through 3-8 show steps in the process. Figure 3-5 is an image of a sample which has yet to be
melted and is therefore not yet spherical in shape. Figure 3-6 shows the same sample once it has
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reached spherical shape. Figure 3-7 shows the image converted to binary, while Figure 3-8
shows the individual pixels near the edge of the spheroid. Figure 3-9 shows example
measurements taken of the sample shape, in this case it is undergoing oscillations.

Figure 3-5

Drop image before melting

Figure 3-6

Spherical drop after melting
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Figure 3-7

Binary image of spherical drop

Figure 3-8

Close-up of edge detection from binary image
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Figure 3-9

Direction of ellipsoid axis of oscillating drop

3.2.4 Density Test
The test procedure at the ESL lab consisted of utilizing at least four test specimens per
initial alloy composition that was to be investigated. The first sample was to be processed for a
single melt-cycle density measurement. In this test, the sample was first levitated and heated to
some temperature well below the melting point, so that any surface contaminants picked up from
material handling could be burned off prior to the actual melting process began. The sample was
then gradually heated to about 100 degrees above its melting point, as evidenced by the
generation of a melt plateau, where constant temperature heat addition was required as the
sample became fully melted. Once a full melt was obtained, the temperature began to increase
again. This process could also be observed visually, as the sample typically began the process
with some non-spherical deformity, which after the sample reached a fully melted state, would
disappear as surface tension brought the shape to a more perfect sphere. The sample was
superheated to approximately 100 degrees above the point at which melting initiated, and then
allowed to cool freely, with the laser disengaged. The sample would cool through the melting
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temperature with a typically significant undercool (up to 300 degrees) and then recalescence
would occur where the heat of crystallization would be released and the temperature of the
sample would spike to near the melting temp. Throughout this process, a camera would record
the backlit shape of the sphere so that the two dimensional image could be converted into a
volume change relative to the temperature changes of the sample. The density could then be
calculated as:
𝜌(𝑇) =

𝑚
𝑉

3-1

where 𝜌(𝑇) is the density as a function of temperature, 𝑇; 𝑚 is the mass, and V is the volume of
the sample. The mass was assumed to change linearly due to evaporation during the duration of
the test video, (1000 frames captured at a framerate of 30 frames per second or 33 seconds total).
However, the superheating-undercooling-recalescence process was only a few second in
duration, and the mass change due to evaporation could be considered almost negligible for this
process.
Following one melt cycle the sample was removed for post-processing which included
mass measurement as well as compositional analysis. Multiple melt cycles were not attempted
unless the first failed to achieve a full melt. This was so that the density and melting temperature
measurements could be applied to a known composition, limiting the change due to evaporation
during testing.
Typical results for the density test of a single specimen are given in Figures 3-10 and 311. Figure 3-12 shows the temperature versus time plot for the entirety of the test. Also plotted
are the chamber pressure and a marker for the instant the video recording began, marking the
beginning of the test. Note that the data recording begins when the sample is already fully
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melted and therefore proceeds to capture free cooling and recoalescence, then additional cooling.
The recalescence peak has been marked with a horizontal line for comparison to the melt plateau,
where Tr represents the recalescence temperature and Tm represents the melting temperature.
The chamber pressure can often be helpful in determining when a phase change occurs if it is not
clear from the temperature profile as the pressure will often have a significant change in slope
when phase change initiation of the sample takes place. Figure 3-11 gives the calculated density
versus temperature. A visual gap is observed between clusters of data points indicating the
change from liquid to solid phase, which occurs in a short time so that few data points are
capturing during solidification. The higher density values correspond to the solid phase densities
where the highest temperatures of the solid state values correspond to the maximum temperature
reached during recalescence. A vertical cluster of points is also present where isothermal
melting takes place. In this way, the melting temperature can be observed in several ways,
including the melt plateau, the recalescence temperature, changes in chamber pressure, and from
the density-temperature scatter plot. The melting temperature can then be compared to values
from the literature or generated through laboratory testing and used to find the correction to the
emissivity values assumed by the pyrometer. The initial melting temperature measurement is
also important in that it can be compared to later tests to identify if the temperature
measurements need adjustment due to soiling of the pyrometer view port. Figure 3-12 shows the
density versus time for a sample of titanium going through several melt cycles. The temperature
is also plotted for reference. The plot shows the need for a mass adjustment as the testing
progresses. The data shown in Figure 3-12 do not adjust for mass loss and therefore the average
densities increase even though the temperature profiles remain relatively constant.
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Figure 3-10

Typical temperature-time profile of density test
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4 Radiative cooing

3 Recalescence

2 Radiative cooling

1 Superheating

Figure 3-11

Typical density-temperature plot

Figure 3-12

Density plot versus time with multiple melt cycles shown
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3.2.5 Oscillation Test
Following the density test, oscillation tests of the sample commenced. The single-melt
cycle density test does not generate much evaporation so there is no need for cleaning of the
electrodes at this point. Three specimens were tested for oscillation per alloy composition.
Effort was made to capture oscillation data at one temperature per specimen, with those
temperatures being 1) 100 degrees undercool; 2) melting temperature; 3) 50 degrees
superheating. For the first test, the sample was initially melted and brought to 100 degrees
superheating and allowed to cool and recalesce. This provided information on any adjustment
needed for the pyrometer temperature measurements due to collection of particles on the
pyrometer window due to previous testing. Soiling of the window between cleanings of the
chamber could result in reduced temperature measurements. By generating a melting cycle on
each sample prior to processing, any adjustment to temperature measurements could be made.
Additionally, information on the amount of undercooling which could be achieved with the
individual specimen and provided the added benefit of conditioning the sample as typically for
the titanium alloys the samples had improved response in the undercooled state once a second
melt cycle had been achieved. Following the initial recalescence, the sample was re-melted and
then gradually lowered in temperature through modulation of the laser power until a significant
undercool was achieved (~Tm-100). The sample temperature was then held constant while the
sample was oscillated through excitation of the static field. Developing a proper single mode
oscillation requires tuning of the excitation frequency (100-250 Hz) and amplitude (50-100 mV).
The duration of the sample held in the liquid state was limited to between one and two minutes
for undercooling in order to prevent fully evaporating any particular element from the alloy. The
evaporation rate was estimated from prior testing. Once excitations resulted in strong single
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mode oscillations, the excitation field was removed, and at the same time video capture initiated,
recording the damping of the liquid sample. Oscillations with initial amplitudes in the range of
1.5 times the radius of the sample was desirable. If the oscillation amplitudes were small, then
the oscillations would become washed out by small translations of the drop due to changes in the
electrostatic field. If the amplitude was too great, then the droplet could contact an electrode,
which would provide a nucleation location, causing solidification to occur. Following
processing of the undercooled sample, tests were repeated at the melting temperature and at
approximately 50 degrees above the melting temperature.
The video was captured at a frame rate of 1000 frames per second for 2000 frames (two
seconds per recording). The short duration of each damping event meant that the mass and
composition of the sample during the damping could be assumed constant. The images were
processed to measure the amplitude of the oscillations relative to the undisturbed diameter, and
plotted versus time. Figure 3-13 gives a representative plot of the oscillation amplitude versus
time. It can be seen that once the excitation field is removed, the damping oscillations decay in
an exponential manner, according to [76]:
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑡) = 𝐴𝑒

−𝑡⁄
𝜏

3-2

where 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑡) is the maximum displacement as a function of time, t; 𝜏 is the time constant, and
A is the displacement at time 𝑡 = 0.
Using the density at the test temperature found from the previous test, and the known
initial mass, the volume of the sample could be calculated. It is calculated instead of measured
by pixel count during the oscillation tests due to the potential fluctuation in the surface area in
the plane of the camera. Figure 3-14 shows the measured volume of an oscillation versus time.
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It can be seen that the measured volume oscillates as the sphere does, with maximum (true)
values reached once per oscillation. The maximum volume measured must correspond to the
actual volume and so can be used as a correction for other measured values, such as the major
axis of the ellipsoid during oscillation.
3.2.5.1 Curve-fitting
The oscillation disturbance signal was found by calculating the major and minor axis of
the oscillating ellipsoid. Whether the sphere was expanding along its vertical axis (Figure 3-15)
or contracting along its vertical axis (Figure 3-16) the major or minor axis would be selected for
measurement. This measurement was then subtracted from the undisturbed diameter in order to
produce an amplitude of disturbance. By selecting the times of the test relevant to viscous
damping, a plot such as Figure 3-17 was produced. By expanding the plot further we see that it
resembles a sin wave with weak damping.
The disturbance plot was assumed to take a form [35]:
𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏 sin[2𝜋(𝑓0 + 𝑓1 )𝑡 + 𝜙]

3-3

where 𝑓0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓1 are the initial frequency and the coefficient for the variation of frequency in time
in Hz/s, 𝜙 is a constant phase factor, and 𝜏 is the damping time constant. A non-linear least
squares curve fit was applied to the plot in order to determine the constants, 𝜏 and 𝑓0 . The
method of least-squares curve fit was the Levenberg-Marquardt method [77]–[79]. This method
utilizes a search algorithm that is a cross between well-known Gauss-Newton and steepest
descent methods of minimization. The minimization in this case is of the sum of squares, f(x):
min 𝑓(𝑥) = ‖𝐹(𝑥)‖22 = ∑𝑖 𝐹𝑖2 (𝑥)
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where 𝐹(𝑥) is a vector-valued function with component i of 𝐹(𝑥) equal to 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥). After
convergence is achieved a plot can be generated with the fit visualized (Figure 3-19). Regression
statistics can be calculated to quantify the goodness of fit. The primary statistic which correlated
with a useable data point in this analysis was the R-square (R2) coefficient of determination
statistic, which is the correlation between the response values and the predicted response values
and can also be interpreted as the fraction of uncertaintity of the fitted model [80]. R2 can be
defined as the ratio of the sum of squares of the regression (SSR) and the total sum of squares
(SST) where
SSR = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 (𝑦̂𝑖 − 𝑦̅)2

3-5

SST = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̅)2

3-6

𝑅2 =

𝑆𝑆𝑅
𝑆𝑆𝑇

where 𝑦̂ is the averaged response and 𝑦̅ is the averaged predicted value.
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Figure 3-13

Oscillation amplitude versus time

Figure 3-14

Volume versus time of viscously damped sample
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Figure 3-15

Vertical stretching of oscillating sample

Figure 3-16

Vertical contracting of oscillating sample
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Figure 3-17

Typical response signal of viscously damped sample

Figure 3-18

Expansion of amplitude of oscillation
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Figure 3-19

Measured oscillation with sinusoidal curve fit overlayed

Figure 3-20

Response of multi-modal oscillation test
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As observed in Figure 3-20, often the result of the disturbance signal contained additional
translation or oscillation modes, which made curve fitting difficult. As a secondary measure of
the time constant. A fit, assuming free damping as in Equation 2, and finding the intercept
associated with 𝐴𝑒 −1 , at which point 𝑡 = 𝜏, as in Figure 3-21. Additionally, the frequency could
be measured by applying a discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the disturbance signal,
resulting in a distinct response (Figure 3-22). These techniques helped to bracket the data results
into an acceptable range of results.

Figure 3-21

Secondary measurement of time constant, 𝝉
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Figure 3-22

FFT conversion of oscillation signal for frequency determination

3.2.6 Vapor Pressure, Activity, and Free Energy
Once the sample testing was completed, it was removed for post-mass and composition.
The composition was determined by weight percent, and then a mass of each element could be
determined. The total mass evaporation rate, R, for the test temperature was then:

R

Mi  M f
t

3-8

where M i is the initial total mass and 𝑀𝑓 is the final total mass, and Δ𝑡 is the process duration.
The elemental evaporation rates could be found by multiplying the total mass rate by the weight
composition of each element, 𝑅𝐴 , 𝑅𝐵 . Here the assumption was that the elemental evaporation
rates remained constant over the duration of the test, Δt. This assumption will be tested in future
work.
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where R  RA  RB , and 𝐶𝑖𝐴 , 𝐶𝑓𝐴 , 𝐶𝑖𝐵 , 𝐶𝑓𝐵 are the initial and final weight percent compositions of
each element and 𝑀𝑖𝐴 , 𝑀𝑓𝐴 , 𝑀𝑖𝐵 , 𝑀𝑓𝐵 are the initial and final masses of each element. Then the
initial molar compositions, 𝑋𝑖𝐴 , 𝑋𝑖𝐵 are:

 A
M iA / M A
X

 i
M iA / M A  M iB / M B


M iB / M B
X B 
 i
M iA / M A  M iB / M B
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From the molar composition we calculate the initial mass density of A-B alloy, 𝜌𝑖

 i  X iA  A  X iB  B
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The initial volume 𝑉𝑖 , radius 𝑅𝑖 , and surface area 𝐴𝑖 , of the sphere are:

Vi 

Mi

3-12

i
1/ 3

 3V 
Ri   i 
 4 

3-13

Ai  4 Ri 

2
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From the surface area and the elemental mass evaporation rates, we can determine the specific
mass evaporation rates, 𝑟𝐴 , 𝑟𝐵 :

RA

rA  A

i

r  R B
 B Ai

kg/(m2 sec)
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By the Langmuir-Knudsen effusion method, the relation of specific mass evaporation
rates and vapor pressures is [42], [75]:

A

rA  N M A 
A


r   B M 
 B NA B


PA
2M A RT
PB
2M B RT

MA
kg/(m2 sec)
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MB

where 𝑃𝐴 and 𝑃𝐵 are the equilibrium vapor pressures of element A and B, respectively, 𝑅 is the
gas constant (8.314 J/mol-K), and T is temperature in degrees Kelvin. The Langmuir-Knudsen
relationship is based on equilibrium thermodynamics, which is a limiting assumption as during
the ESL process an equilibrium state is not necessarily reached. NA is Avogadro’s number (6.022
x 1023 molecules/mol) and ΦA and ΦB are the molecular weights (g/mol) of element A and B,
respectively. By equating equations 3-16 and 3-15, the vapor pressures of elements A and B can
be calculated. The phases are assumed in equilibrium, therefore the molar Gibbs free energy,
𝐺𝐴 , 𝐺𝐵 of the A/B vapor phases is given by:

G A  G 0A  RT ln( PA / PA0 )

G B  G 0B  RT ln( PB / PB0 )

G 0A
in which  0 are molar Gibbs free energy of pure liquid A and B, and
G B
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0

 PA
 0 are equilibrium

 PB

vapor pressure of pure liquid A and B. The partial molar Gibbs free energy, 𝐺𝐴 , 𝐺𝐵 of A and B in
A-B solution is:
0

G A  G A  RT ln(a A )

0

G B  G B  RT ln(a B )

Due to equilibrium conditions we have:
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G A  G A
,


G

G
B
 B
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and therefore:
0

 PA / PA  a A   A X A

0

 PB / PB  a B   B X B
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where 𝑎𝐴 , 𝑎𝐵 are the chemical activities of elements A and B, respectively, and 𝛾𝐴 , 𝛾𝐵 are the
activity coefficients [81]. For the A-B solution, the activities and free energies occur over the
composition range, due to evaporation, where 〈𝐶𝐴 〉, 〈𝐶𝐵 〉 are the average weight percent of
element A and B, given by


CiA  C fA

C

 A

2

B
Ci  C Bf


C

 B
2
3.3
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Uncertainty
In an effort to understand the potential error of the testing procedures described above,

the levels of potential uncertainty with each measurement technique has been quantified.
Previous testing has resulted in reported uncertainty levels of plus or minus (±) 2 percent for the
density measurements, as a result of mass measurements and video resolution [82]. Surface
tension results have been reported to be within ± 5 percent based on density uncertainties, while
viscosity experiments have been reported with expected errors of between 10 and 15 percent,
with as high as 30 percent reported for specific cases [83], [54], [84],[82]. Pure elemental vapor
pressure relationships have been published for liquid and solid phases with purported accuracies
of 5 percent or better for aluminum and 3 percent for liquid titanium [85],[86]. In order to
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bounds the error levels of this study, uncertainty levels of the measured properties were
quantified and a sensitivity analysis was conducted for calculated values.
The accurate measurement of the sample temperature is critical to each test conducted
with the ESL process. Temperature measurements were produced with an IMPAC Infrared
GmbH pyrometer. While providing a fast response with no contact of the sample, pyrometry
relies on the radiation intensity of the sample for conversion to electric signal. This conversion
requires an accurate emissivity of the sample surface. The emissivity coefficient, ϵ, is the ratio
of the sample surface emission output to that of a black body, and must be entered into the
pyrometer measurement system. The emissivity of smooth and shiny metal surfaces, along with
hot objects such as those sampled in this study, have a high reflection coefficient, and their
emission coefficient is low. According to the manufacturer, an incorrect emissivity coefficient
will generate an error in the temperature measurement relative to Equation 3-21:
𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 =

𝐵
∈
𝐵
ln( 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 )+
∈𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 +𝐶

−𝐶
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where 𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 is the true temperature, 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the measured temperature, ∈𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 is the
emissivity coefficient entered, and ∈𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 is the true emissivity coefficient of the sample
surface, 𝐵 = 9107.3 and 𝐶 = 280.6 are dimensionless coefficients. The emissivity coefficient
is entered as a percentage in the program (∈∗ 100). The result is an approximate error of one
percent in temperature for every one percentage point error in emissivity. Figure 3-23 is a plot of
the temperature deviation in the temperature range of this study for a one percentage point error
in emissivity coefficient. For ESL processing, the emissivity was adjusted based on the
generation of a known temperature point and then adjusting the emissivity coefficient entered
into the program accordingly. This was accomplished through identification of the melting
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temperature, by observation of the melt plateau and recalesence, during heating and cooling of
the initial sample during each day of testing. Therefore, the uncertainty associated with the
entered emissivity was limited to ± 1 percentage point, and the temperature was therefore within
±1 percent.

Figure 3-23

Standard error in temperature measurement with emissivity error of one percent

During the determination of thermophysical properties, uncertainties enter the calculation
during measurement of the sample mass, the determination of pixel size based on calibration and
the conversion of the circular sample shape into a pixel count. The potential error propagates
during the conversion of the two dimensional area into a volume for the calculation of the
density. Additionally, calculation of the surface tension and viscosity properties requires
extraction of constants from the curve-fitted function in Equation 3-3, namely the damping
constant, τ, and the characteristic frequency of oscillation, 𝑓. Regression analysis of the curve-fit
provides quantitative feedback for the fit of the coefficients. A 95 percent confidence interval
was generated for each calculated coefficient, which could be correlated with the overall
correlation and error statistics. Based on the results generated during this study, an overall R2
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value of 0.95 resulted in a confidence interval for τ of ±5 percent. The uncertainty increased
rapidly as the coefficient of determination dropped. For an R2 value of 0.90 the confidence
interval could be ±15 percent or more. Based on the testing experience, sample tests which
resulted in curve fits with an R2 value of approximately 0.95 or better were retained. The
confidence interval for the characteristic frequency was much less sensitive to the curve fit. An
uncertainty of ±1 percent, for a 95 percent confidence interval, was observed for curve fits with
R2 values down to 0.75.
Thermochemical properties that were derived from the compositional evaporation rates of
the constituent elements in the alloys under consideration. There were uncertainties as a result of
the compositional measurement method, the energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, with an error
rate of about 5 percent [87],[88], the mass quantities (±0.1 mg), and the duration between
melting and solidification (±1 s), resulting in a calculated compositional evaporation uncertainty
of ±8 percent. The equilibrium vapor pressure was a function of the compositional evaporation
rate, the surface area, and the temperature, which resulted in a calculated uncertainty of 9
percent. The chemical activity was a function of the equilibrium vapor pressure and the pure
elemental vapor pressure (±5 percent), resulting in a calculated uncertainty of ±15 percent.
Finally the chemical potential and Gibbs free energy were functions of the product of the
temperature and the natural log of the chemical activity resulting in an uncertainty of as much as
50 percent. Table 3 summarizes the uncertainty levels of each of the parameters discussed
above.
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Table 3-1

Uncertainties of measured and calculated parameters
Parameters

Range

Uncertainty (±)

Emissivity (%)

20-30

1

1500-1800

1%

25-65

0.1mg

2-3

.01%

Density (mg/mm3)

3.9-4.5

2%

Viscosity (mPa*s)

3-10

15%

Surface Tension (N/m)

1-2

3%

Composition (% wt.)

0-100

5%

Time (s)

0-120

1s

0.01-0.07

8%

Equilibrium Vapor Pressure (Pa)

0-5

9%

Elemental Vapor Pressure (Pa)

0-700

5%

0-2

15%

0-(-10,000)

50%

Temperature (oC)
Mass (mg)
Diameter (mm)

Compositional Evaporation Rate (mg/s)

Chemical Activity (P/Po)
Free energy (J/mol)
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Chapter 4 ESL Results
4.1

Introduction
Results from ESL processing of material samples consisting of elemental Ti, Ti-Al

binaries, Ti-Al-V ternaries, and Ti-Al-V-Mo quaternary alloys are presented here. The results
will consist of the generation of a plot of the temperature versus time for each sample processes,
referred to henceforth as the pyrometer file or “pyro-file” (pyrofile), which will also include
relevant data relative to the chamber pressure, camera triggers, and mass of the sample. The
pyrofile, in general, covers the entire time domain of the sample processing procedure, and
therefore in some instances will include data for several individual tests of that sample. For each
composition, a density versus temperature plot is given. The densities were then used in the
calculation of surface tension and viscosity of samples of the same relative composition. A plot
will be generated for surface tension and viscosity versus temperature for each order of alloy
(elemental, binary, etc.). When available, the results from the literature are also shown for
reference. Finally, the vapor pressure, chemical potential, and Gibb’s free energies of the Ti-Al
system results will be given versus temperature for comparison with CALPHAD results.
4.2

Initial composition
As explained previously, the compositions of the samples entering the ESL testing

system were needed in order to generate accurate quantification of the elemental mass loss
during processing. All samples were produced through arc melting and re-melting at LSU. The
sample compositions prior to arc melting were measured to within 0.02% of the desired initial
weight compositions. The desired compositions, in addition to pure Ti, were Ti-4Al, Ti-6Al, Ti8Al, Ti-10Al, Ti-6Al-4V, and Ti-6Al-4V-10Mo. Composition measurements were then taken on
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selected samples following arc melting to determine the composition change from the arc
melting process. Arc melting achieves temperatures as high as 3000 oC and it has been shown
that aluminum will evaporate preferentially in titanium alloys [89]. Sample compositions were
also measured following density melt cycles, as evaporation would also occur during the
relatively short test. This allowed an initial composition at the onset of oscillation tests to be
computed. Table 4-1 gives the results of the post arc-melt composition measurements as well as
the post density test composition measurements. Sample compositions were measured utilizing
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX) in several surface locations and then averaged.
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Table 4-1

Initial weight compositions, post arc-melting weight compositions, and post
density melt cycle compositions of titanium alloy samples
Avg Final
Initial Weight No. of Arc Density
Weight
Comp (%)
Melt Cycles Melt Cycles Comp
% Diff
2
0
Ti8Al
Al
8
7.4
8.05
Ti
92
92.6
0.70
Ti10Al
1
0
10
9.8
1.64
90
90.2
0.18
Ti8Al
1
Tm+100
Ti
92
93.3
1.39
Al
8
6.7
16.04
Ti8Al
2
Tm+100
Ti
92
93.4
1.54
Al
8
6.6
17.69
Ti6Al
2
Tm+100
Ti
94
96.0
2.17
Al
6
4.0
34.00
Ti4Al
2
Tm+150
Ti
96
96.8
0.80
Al
4
3.2
19.13
Ti10Al
2
Tm+50
Ti
90
94.5
4.96
Al
10
5.5
44.65
Ti64
1
0
Ti
90
90.1
0.08
Al
6
6.2
2.68
V
4
3.8
5.82
Ti64
2
0
Al
6
5.9
2.29
Ti
90
90.5
0.59
V
4
3.6
9.75
Ti64
2
Tm+100
Ti
90
90.7
0.83
Al
6
5.5
7.95
V
4
3.7
6.43
Ti64Mo10
2
0
Al
6
5.4
10.15
Mo
10
7.5
24.54
Ti
80
83.8
4.79
V
4
3.2
19.25
Ti64Mo10
2
0
Al
6
5.5
8.88
Mo
10
7.5
25.50
Ti
80
83.8
4.74
V
4
3.3
17.63
Ti64Mo10
Ti
80
2
Tm+100
83.3
4.15
Mo
10
8.6
13.70
Al
6
4.7
22.02
V
4
3.4
15.93
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4.3

Titanium Results

4.3.1 Introduction
In order to produce test results that could be referenced against previous ESL testing
available in the literature, elemental titanium samples, denoted LSU-001 and LSU-053, were
processed for density, surface tension, and viscosity measurements. Since there were no other
elements that would evaporate and change the composition, the same sample was used for the all
tests and multiple superheating-undercooling-crystallization cycles were observed. The density
pyrofile, Figure 4-1, shows seven melt cycles of sample LSU-001 where density measurements
could be observed. The chamber pressure was plotted as well for reference. The melting
temperature could be easily observed at the 1660 oC, which corresponds to a published value of
1668 oC. It can be observed that there is typically a significant change in slope of the chamber
pressure when a phase change of the sample begins to occur, which is helpful in determining
temperatures of phase change processes in other compositions.

Figure 4-1

Pyrofile from density test of elemental titanium
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4.3.2 Titanium Density Results
The density versus temperature scatter plots were generated and in general can be fit to a
simple linear function. Results presented below for titanium apply a fit to the density of the
liquid phase only. For liquid titanium there were several studies available in the literature
utilizing ESL and other methods which were plotted for reference. It is interesting to note the
spread in results from the different studies, particularly at the melting temperature (1660 oC).
Both Chung et al. and Ishikawa reported an expected error ± 2% for density measurement results
[90], [82]. Figure 4-2 gives the density versus temperature for a single melt cycle, with results
from Paradis et al. [91], Ishikawa et al. [82], and Wang et al. [92] for reference. It can be seen
that all reference data falls within the error range. Figure 4-3 shows another melt cycle with the
same sample, with results plotted against the Paradis and Smithells Metals Reference Book [93].
Figure 4-4 is yet another melt cycle this time with an additional reference from Paradis [54].

Figure 4-2

Density versus temperature plot of elemental titanium with curve fit of current test
and from previous tests
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Figure 4-3

Density versus temperature plot of elemental titanium with curve fit of current test
and from previous tests

Figure 4-4

Density versus temperature plot of elemental titanium with curve fit of current test
and from previous tests
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4.3.3 Titanium Oscillation Results
Oscillation tests were conducted at undercooled temperatures up to 200 degrees below
the melt temperature (Figure 4-5). Figure 4-6 shows the temperatures of additional oscillation
tests at Tm-50, Tm, and Tm+50. The oscillations of the titanium samples were generally of single
mode and vertical such that curve fits of the oscillation decay were well fitted. A total of 38
oscillations were generated and captured, however, the results from eight of the oscillations will
be presented here for brevity. Table 4-2 shows the test temperatures and R2 coefficient of
determination values. The tests generated from sample LSU-053 did not produce curve fits
sufficiently well to use for viscosity calculations but which were sufficient for surface tension
calculations.
Table 4-2

Oscillation tests of titanium with R2
Test

Test Temp (oC)

Test Temp (oK)

1562

1835

R2
0.9938

01-01

0.9899
01-02

1560

1833

01-03

1556

1829

01-04

1554

1827

0.9602
0.9866
0.9640
01-23

1595

1868
0.9937

01-24

1645

1918

01-28

1685

1958

01-29

1685

1958

0.9940
0.9933
0.8412
53-05

1680

1953

53-07

1680

1953

0.8137
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Figure 4-5

Temperature profile of titanium oscillation test

Figure 4-6

Temperature profile of titanium oscillation test

Figure 4-7 plots the viscosity results versus temperature along with available reference
values from the literature [82], [83], [91]. Error bars of plus or minus fifteen percent are
provided for reference, which has been reported as typical for viscosity measurements and
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consistent with calculated sensitivities from this study. In the temperature range investigated, the
viscosity results fit a linear function well. Over larger temperature ranges, it would be expected
that the viscosity as a function of temperature would fit a Volger-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT)
function of the form [94]:
𝜂 = 𝜂0 exp(𝑘

𝐸𝜂

)

𝐵 (𝑇−𝑇0 )

4-1

where 𝜂 is the viscosity, 𝜂0 is a scaling factor, 𝐸𝜂 (J) corresponds to an activation energy, 𝑘𝐵 is
the Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇0 (K) describes a temperature associated with the glass transition.
Additional unquantified errors may be present due to sample translation during the oscillation
that results in noise in the decay signal and large uncertainties in 𝜏 [82]. Additionally, the force
generated by the position control system may affect the sample behavior when the oscillation
frequency overlaps with the position control frequency range. Ishikawa et al., attempted to
negate this potential effect by altering the position control frequency range and found that lower
measured viscosities resulted [83], [95], [96]. This effect is still a matter of investigation and has
not been treated in the current study with the exception of removing any tests that resulted in
apparent self-oscillation, induced without the application of the excitation voltage. Also plotted
are the viscosity calculated by the method of determining 𝜏 from the exponential decay curve fit
only, labeled visc2. The surface tension results are plotted in Figure 4-8 versus temperature with
reference values from Paradis et al. [54], Zhou et al. [8] and two percent error bars. The surface
tension values determined by calculating frequency by FFT are also plotted and labeled FFT.
The surface tension results fit well with previous results.
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Figure 4-7

Plot of titanium viscosity results vs temperature

Figure 4-8

Plot of surface tension vs. temperature for titanium
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4.4

Ti-Al Results

4.4.1 Introduction
As the most common of the alloying elements of titanium, the binary Ti-Al system is of
high importance and therefore a high level of inquiry was given to the production of data
regarding the Ti-Al system [97]. The binary phase diagram has been widely studied and is
reproduced here for reference (Figure 4-9) [98], [99],[100],[101]. The liquidus temperature in
the range of 0-10 percent wt. aluminum is observed to fall between that of pure titanium (1668
o

C) and about 1690 oC. A total of 20 Ti-Al specimens were tested at the ESL Lab. Density tests

were conducted with thirteen samples at initial compositions of four, six, eight, and ten percent
aluminum. Presented here are results from one sample each with four, six, eight, and ten percent
weight of aluminum. The results of seven samples subjected to drop oscillation tests are
presented, three of which are Ti-10Al, another three Ti-8Al, and one of Ti-6Al.

Figure 4-9

Ti-Al binary phase diagram [101]
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4.4.2 Ti-Al Density Results
The results of the density tests are given in Figures 4-10 through 4-24. Little data could
be located in the literature corresponding to densities of the Ti-Al binary system, whether
superheated or undercooled liquid. The tests showed good agreement between specimens even
though the compositions varied slightly. Figures 4-10 and 4-11 are test results of a Ti-8Al
sample. Figure 4-10 shows the melting temperature which corresponds well with published
binary phase diagrams [101], [102]. Figures 4-12 and 4-13 represent a Ti-4Al sample, while
Figures 4-14 through 4-15 represent a Ti-6Al sample. It is clear that the temperature
measurement of sample LSU-010 is in need of adjustment due to the measured melting
temperature of about 1550 oC. This correction is likely due to soiling of the pyrometer window
from particulates generated during processing of the previous sample. Also visible in Figures 412 and 4-14 are secondary peaks in temperature following recalescence, which is characteristic
of the alpha-beta transition found in titanium and its alloys [14], [103]. Figure 4-16 shows the
density versus time plot, where the recalescence has been identified and the variation in density
after solidification is due to the non-spherical shape of the sample generated after crystallization.
Figures 4-17 and 4-18 provide linear curve fits for the liquid and solid phases, respectively.
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Figure 4-10

LSU-004 Ti-8Al density test results

Figure 4-11

LSU-004 Ti-8Al density test liquid phase curve fit
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Figure 4-12

LSU-010 Ti-4Al binary density test temperature profile

Figure 4-13

LSU-010 Ti-4Al binary density results
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Figure 4-14

LSU-022 Ti-6Al binary density test

Recalescence

Figure 4-15

LSU-022 Ti-6Al density plot versus time
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Figure 4-16

LSU-022 Ti-6Al density results

Figure 4-17

LSU-022 Ti-6Al liquid density
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Figure 4-18

LSU-022 solid density

Figure 4-19 is a plot of the pyro-file for a Ti-8Al sample, while Figure 4-20 gives the full
density scatter plot with the melting temperature identified. Figures 4-21 and 4-22 show the
linear curve fit for the liquid and solid phases, respectively. Figures 4-23 and 4-24 provide the
density data for a Ti-10Al sample, while Figure 4-25 is a summary of the density versus
temperature and composition data, plotted with 2 percent error bars. Published data regarding
the melting temperature and density of Ti-Al binaries was difficult to locate. The results of a
molecular dynamics simulation by Han et al. of Ti-10Al is plotted in Figure 4-25 and is within 3
percent of the experimental results [73]. The MD simulation was conducted with an EAM
potential by Zope and Mishin [72]. The trend of the density lessening with increasing amounts
of aluminum is observed.
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Figure 4-19

LSU-024 Ti-8Al density temperature profile

Figure 4-20

LSU-024 Ti-8Al density results
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Figure 4-21

LSU-024 Ti-8Al liquid density

Figure 4-22

LSU-024 solid density
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Figure 4-23

LSU-057 Ti-10Al density results

Figure 4-24

LSU-057 Ti-10Al liquid density
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Figure 4-25

Summary data of Ti-Al liquid density vs. temperature and composition

4.4.3 Ti-Al Oscillation Results
Listed in Table 4-4 are the oscillation tests conducted on each specimen. Several of the
tests did not result in vertical single mode oscillations and were not analyzed. In addition,
several tests did not result in accurate curve fits. The rightmost column lists the adjusted R2
values for the curve fits. By holding the test temperature constant for each sample, data points
could be generated at different compositions as the aluminum evaporated. Selected pyrofile
plots of the temperature versus time profile have been presented in Figures 4-26, 4-27, and 4-28
for reference.
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Table 4-3

Ti-xAl oscillation tests, testing temperatures, final composition and R2
Oscillation

Sample
ID/Initial Comp

Test No.

Test Temp (oC)

Final Comp – Ti

Final Comp – Al

Adjusted R2

1

1642

98.1

1.9

0.8936

2

1649

98.7

1.3

0.9697

1

1560

97.1

3.0

0.9586

1

1602

96.8

3.2

2

1588

97.7

2.3

0.9729

1

1744

94.7

5.3

0.7402

2

1749

95.2

4.8

0.2171

3

1745

96.1

3.9

0.0157

4

1739

96.7

3.3

0.8936

5

1748

97.3

2.7

0.9697

LSU-058 Ti-10Al

1

1740

93.49

LSU-060 Ti-10Al

5

1600

96.30

3.70

0.9925

6

1601

96.47

3.53

0.9916

7

1603

96.65

3.35

0.9914

8

1586

96.81

3.19

0.9932

9

1595

96.97

3.03

0.9944

1

1700

96.03

3.97

0.9821

2

1695

96.31

3.69

0.9088

3

1695

96.59

3.41

0.9422

4

1695

96.87

3.13

0.9570

LSU-017 Ti-6Al

LSU-031 Ti-8Al
LSU-032 Ti-8Al

LSU-033 Ti-8Al

LSU-059 Ti-10Al

87

6.51

0.9394

Figure 4-26

LSU-056 Oscillation test temperature profile

Figure 4-27

LSU-058 Oscillation pyrofile
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Figure 4-28

LSU-032 Oscillation pyrofile

Available literature data for surface tension and viscosity of the Ti-Al binary system was
limited to higher concentrations of Al, with a minimum of 20 percent weight Al [104],[25]. The
viscosity data was not generated experimentally, but calculated from the surface tension based on
the relationship from Egy, et al. [105]:
16

𝑀

𝜂 = 15 √𝑘𝑇 𝜎

4-2

where 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10-23 JK-1 ), 𝑀 is the absolute atomic mass, 𝑇 is the
temperature in degrees Kelvin and 𝜎 is the surface tension (N/m). The relationship, however,
was generated from functions produced for surface tension by Fowler [106], and viscosity by
Born and Green [107], estimated from an elements particle number density, pair potential, and
pair correlation function and is intended for pure elements and not alloys as the functions cannot
account for surface segregation effects. Figure 4-29 plots the measured viscosity versus
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temperature from the ESL tests. The tests produce viscosities that are higher than those of pure
titanium, which is not expected. The data generated by the Egry relation seems to drastically
under-estimate the viscosity. Figure 4-30 groups the composition of each data point as percent
of aluminum. There is little separation between the compositions of 2, 3, 4, and 6 percent
aluminum when considering the uncertainties. Larger differences will be expected for larger (20
percent weight) mole fractions of aluminum. When extrapolating the surface tension results
generated by Zhou, et al. the data generated by this investigation correlates well (Figure 4-31).

Figure 4-29

Ti-Al Viscosity results vs. temperature
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Figure 4-30

Ti-xAl Viscosity vs. temperature

Figure 4-31

Ti-Al Surface tension vs. temperature

As seen in Table 4-3, there was significant mass loss due to evaporation during
processing, especially of the aluminum component, we must consider the effects of diffusion of
the alloying constituents due to a concentration gradient created by evaporation at the surface.
This is especially true when considering the surface tension measurement, which is a function of
a thin layer of material at the surface of the liquid, since the composition at the surface is greatly
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affected by the rate of diffusion from the bulk. An order-of-magnitude analysis can be
conducted in order to determine the magnitude of concentration gradient to be expected and its
effect on the alloy composition at the surface. Studies have been conducted, by using quasielastic neutron scattering (QNS) in EML of liquid titanium and other dense liquids, of the selfdiffusion coefficient [108]–[110]. Brillo et al. found that the Stokes-Einstein relationship did not
hold for the dense liquid melt of Zr-Ni binary. The Stokes-Einstein relation is given by:
𝐷𝜂 =

𝑘𝐵 𝑇

4-3

6𝜋𝑟𝐻

where D is the diffusion coefficient, 𝜂 is the viscosity, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, T the
absolute temperature, and rH is the hydraulic radius so that the product 𝐷𝜂 is linearly
proportional to temperature. Conversely, Brillo found that the product was constant over the
temperature range investigated such that:
𝐷𝜂 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡

4-4

Meyer et al. found the diffusion coefficient, DTI, to be between 10-9 m2/s and 10-8 m2/s. In one
dimension, Fick’s Second Law can be expressed as [111]:
𝜕𝑐
𝜕𝑡

𝜕2 𝑐

= 𝐷 𝜕𝑥 2

4-5

In order to determine the characteristic diffusion length, we can equate the right hand side to the
evaporation rate, since they must be equivalent for mass to be conserved. For an order-ofΔc

magnitude analysis the right hand side is approximated by 𝐷 Δx so that the relationship must
hold:
𝑚̇
𝚫𝒙𝟐

Δc

~ 𝐷 Δx
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4-6

𝑚̇

where 𝑚̇ is the evaporation rate in g/cm2-s. Based on measured evaporation rates (𝚫𝒙𝟐 ) by this
study on the order-of-magnitude of 10-4 g/cm2-s, DTi of 5x10-4 cm2/s, and Δc assuming complete
loss of aluminum from bulk to surface (~10 percent of the total number of atoms). Converting
grams to number of atoms for dimensional agreement, the evaporation rate becomes ~2.2x1018
atoms/cm2-s and 𝐷Δ𝑐 ~ 5x1017 atom/cm-s, which results in Δx ~ 0.11 cm. This means that for a
sample with radius of 0.1 cm that the specimen could transport the concentration of the solute to
the surface by diffusion alone and the assumed concentration gradient, Δc. The diffusion length
can also be approximated by 2√𝐷𝑡 [112] which, when using test times on the order of 102
seconds results in good agreement of Δx ~ 0.14 cm. This is consistent with the compositional
measurements by EDAX throughout the cross-section of the specimens which did not reveal the
presence of a significant concentration gradient.
Chung et al. showed that while internal flow is not produced by the surface charge of an
electrostatically levitated droplet, that there is evidence for the creation of laminar internal flow
as a result of vertical axis droplet oscillations[113], [114]. The lack of a concentration gradient
observed by this study seems to support the previous evidence of internal mixing of an
oscillating droplet in addition to the diffusion length found by evaporation rate. Surface EDAX
measurements with a penetration depth on the order of one micron, also were consistent in
compositional measurement relative to each specimen, without any indication of surface
segregation. Regardless of the composition of the sample at the surface, the process of melting
undergone by the ESL process is analogous to the process in an additive manufacturing scenario,
such that it can be reasonably expected that the ratio of bulk to surface composition of the melts
will be similar. Therefore, the surface tension measurements in the ESL process should also be
analogous to that expected from 3D printing the same alloy.
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4.5

Ti-Al-V Results
A total of seven specimens were processed at the MSFC ESL lab with the results of five

of the specimens presented here. One sample was processed for density data only, while two
samples were tested for density and oscillation data while two samples underwent drop
oscillation tests only.
4.5.1 Ti-Al-V Density Results
Figure 4-32 depicts the time temperature profile of sample LSU-034. It can be observed
that the recalescence temperature exceeded that of the melt plateau. Figures 4-33 through 4-35
show the density versus temperature data for the specimen. Figure 4-34 gives a linear fit to the
solid phase while Figure 4-35 provides a linear fit to the liquid phase. The melting temperature,
labeled in Figure 4-35, agreed well with published data (1653 C versus 1660 C). The density
data of liquid Ti-Al-V was within the uncertainty margin of published data generated by Li using
ESL [115] and by Egry et al. by EML [116], plotted in Figure 4-36.

Figure 4-32

LSU-034 density pyrofile
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Figure 4-33

LSU-034 density results

Figure 4-34

LSU-034 solid density
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Figure 4-35

LSU-034 liquid density

Figure 4-36

Ti-6Al-4V density results versus temperature

4.5.2 Ti-Al-V Oscillation Test Results
Listed in Table 4-5 are the oscillation tests conducted on each specimen. Again, several
of the tests did not result in vertical single mode oscillations and were not analyzed. And again,
several tests did not result in accurate curve fits. Figures 4-37 through 4-40 provide the pyrofile
temperature time series plots of the each oscillation test specimen. Plotted as vertical bars are
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the initiation time of each oscillation test. In Figure 4-40 the temperature decreased at each test
initiation. This was due to the sample moving partially out of the pyrometer perspective at each
test indicating a calibration was needed in the physical test setup. Figure 4-41 plots the results of
the surface tension versus temperature. The results from the parabolic flight experiments of
Wunderlich et al. are plotted for reference along with the ground based EML oscillation tests by
Schneider et al. [117],[118]. The flight experiments were also conducted in an EML chamber,
and provided short durations simulating micro-gravity. Egry et al. published additional surface
tension measurements from both ground-based and flight experiments. The viscosity results,
plotted in Figure 4-42, trend well with the parabolic flight results while the surface tension
results are higher for the ESL test by as much as 20 percent. No error range was reported by
Wunderlich, however, other than their own repeatability, while Schneider reported an uncertainty
of two percent.
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Table 4-4

Ti-Al-V tests with temperatures and R2
Sample ID

LSU-35

Test

Test Temp
(oC)

Test Temp
(oK)

1

1597

1870

3

1601

1874

R2
0.9906
0.9773
0.8716

2

1674

1947
0.7083

3

1673

1946

1

1723

1996

LSU-038

0.1555
0.0452
2

1726

1999
0.9977

3

1726

1999

4

1734

2007

5

1734

2007

0.9969
0.9906
0.9773
7

1728

2001

1

1645

1918

0.8854
LSU-047

0.7884
1920
3

1647
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Figure 4-37

LSU-035 oscillation test temperature profile

Figure 4-38

LSU-037 oscillation test temperature profile
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Figure 4-39

LSU-038 oscillation test temperature profile

Figure 4-40

LSU-047 oscillation test temperature profile
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Ti-6Al-4V Surface Tension
1.8
1.7
1.6

(N/m)

1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1
1860

1880

1900

1920

1940

T
Current Study

Wunderlich(2005)

1960

Schneider (2002)

Figure 4-41

Ti-Al-V surface tension results vs. temperature

Figure 4-42

Ti-Al-V viscosity results vs. temperature
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1980

2000

(oK)
Egry (2010)

Egry (μg)

2020

4.6

Ti-Al-V-Mo Results
A total of seven samples were processed at the MSFC ESL laboratory with four of the

samples producing results, all of which are presented here. One sample was processed for
density testing only, while two samples underwent a density melt cycle and oscillation tests,
while one sample underwent drop oscillation tests only.
4.6.1 Ti-Al-V-Mo Density Results
The pyrofile for sample LSU-040 is presented in Figure 4-43. For the single melt cycle
test, a distinct melt plateau was not visible, so the recalescence temperature is considered the
melting temperature for analysis. Figures 4-44 through 4-46 provide the density versus
temperature results. Figure 4-45 provides the curve fit for the solid phase and Figure 4-46
depicts the curve fit for the liquid phase. Figure 4-47 is the pyrofile for the LSU-041 density
test. The recalescence temperature is slightly higher here, although it can be seen from the
density plot, Figure 4-48, that the melting temperature of about 1680 C corresponds well to the
recalescence temperature of the first sample. Figure 4-49 gives liquid phase density results for
LSU-041. There was not existing data in the literature of the density of this quaternary.
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Figure 4-43

LSU-040 density test temperature profile

Figure 4-44

LSU-040 density results
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Figure 4-45

LSU-040 liquid density

Figure 4-46

LSU-040 solid density
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Tr = 1701 C

Figure 4-47

LSU-041 density test temperature profile

Figure 4-48

LSU-041 density results
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Figure 4-49

LSU-041 liquid density

4.6.2 Ti-Al-Mo-V Oscillation Results
All of the oscillation tests are recorded in Table 4-6. Again, some tests were not analyzed
due to a poor oscillation mode. The R2 value is given for each test. Based on the experience of
this research, an R2 value of greater than 0.95 will yield agreeable results for the viscosity tests,
while the surface tension requires a much lower threshold, perhaps 0.75. Figures 4-50 thru 4-53
depict the pyrofiles for the samples. The vertical bars in the plots indicate the initiation time for
each individual test. Based on the evaporation rate and the duration between tests, a composition
could be determined for each test. The surface tension and viscosity results are plotted versus
temperature in Figures 4-54 and 4-55. Published data regarding thermophysical properties of
this quaternary was not available in the literature.
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Table 4-5

Ti-Al-V-Mo tests with temperature and R2

Sample ID
LSU-041

Test

Test Temp (oC)

Test Temp (oK)

3

1611

1884

4

1614

1887

5

1609

1882

R2
0.9933
0.9957
0.9908

LSU-042

0.6232
1

1730

2003

3
1

1728
1715

2001
1998

0.7854
LSU-049

Figure 4-50

LSU-041 oscillation test temperature profile
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0.9821

Figure 4-51

LSU-042 oscillation test temperature profile

Figure 4-52

LSU-049 oscillation test temperature profile
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Figure 4-53

Ti-Al-V-Mo surface tension results vs. temperature

Figure 4-54

Ti-Al-V-Mo viscosity results vs. temperature

4.7

Evaporation, Vapor Pressure, Activity, Free Energy
The final composition of each sample tested at MSFC are given in Table 4-7. As

expected, the aluminum evaporated preferentially. Samples LSU-004, LSU-020, LSU-032, and
LSU-061 actually evaporated all aluminum from the melt. The final compositions facilitated the
calculation of elemental evaporation rates for each composition and temperature. For this
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investigation the focus on generation of thermochemical data was limited to the Ti-Al binary, as
it contained the most widely available published data for comparison, and for the ternary and
quaternary case, the evaporation rates were sensitive to the initial compositions, as measured in
Table 4-1, and it was difficult to produce enough samples in a limited time for control of each
elemental composition. As described in Chapter 3, the equilibrium vapor pressure of each
element of the liquid alloy could be calculated based on the specific molar evaporation rates of
the elements. Figure 4-55 plots the evaporation rates of Ti-Al samples across a range of
temperatures. The evaporation rates increased with temperature along an exponential fit. The
quotient of the equilibrium vapor pressure and the reference pressure (the vapor pressure of the
pure element) would determine the activity of the element. The vapor pressures of the pure
element were described in [85] and [86]. Paradis et al. generated vapor pressures for pure
titanium by the Knudsen effusion method, utilizing an ESL furnace over the temperature range
of 1700-2050K, which allowed undercooling results to be generated with an uncertainty of 3
percent. Therefore, these values were used in the current study over those of older containerdriven experimental data. Figure 4-56 shows the vapor pressures of the pure elements as a
function of temperature over the range of temperatures being studied.
The vapor pressures of the elements in the liquid alloy were determined by the
evaporation rates and plotted in Figure 4-57 with error bars of ±9 percent. Reference data in the
literature for the partial vapor pressure of the elements over the solution was limited to high
concentrations of aluminum for the Ti-Al binary alloys and some industrial alloys such as Ti6Al-4V. The equilibrium vapor pressure of Ti, Al, and V in Ti-6Al-4V versus temperature was
determined by smelting in a vacuum furnace by Blacha et al., and is reproduced here as Figure 458 [89].
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Table 4-6

Post-test composition results of all samples
Final

ID/Initial Comp

Comp

Final
ID/Initial Comp

Comp

Final
ID/Initial Comp

Comp

May-June, 2016
LSU-057 Ti-10Al

LSU-055 Ti-10Al

LSU-046 Ti-10Al

LSU-054 Ti-10Al

LSU-049 Ti-6Al4V-10Mo

Ti

94.47

Al

5.54

Ti

94.95

Al

5.05

Ti

96.52

Al

3.59

Ti

97.58

Al

2.42

Ti

87.52

Al

LSU-056 Ti-10Al

LSU-045 Ti-10Al

LSU-058 Ti-10Al

LSU-059 Ti-10Al

Ti

98.08

Al

1.93

Ti

99.45

Al

0.55

Ti

97.72

Al

2.28

LSU-060 Ti-10Al

LSU-061 Ti-10Al

LSU-047 Ti-6Al-4V

LSU-052 Ti-6Al-4V10Mo

Ti

97.15

Al

2.85

Ti

100.00

Al

0.00

Ti

94.64

Al

1.14

V

4.21

Ti

85.68

Ti

98.15

Al

1.85

Al

2.38

Ti

88.11

V

3.39

0.20

Al

0.40

Mo

8.54

V

3.67

V

3.75

Mo

8.60

Mo

7.74

Ti

83.64

LSU-050 Ti-6Al-4V10Mo

January, 2016
LSU-028 Ti-8Al

LSU-031 Ti-8Al

Ti

93.28

Al

6.72

Ti

97.05

Al

2.95

LSU-034 Ti-6Al-4V

LSU-035 Ti-6Al-4V
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LSU-041 Ti-6Al-4V10Mo

Ti

90.58

Al

5.71

Al

2.06

V

3.70

V

3.94

Mo

10.36

Ti

86.31

LSU-042 Ti-6Al-4V10Mo

Ti

91.24

Al

2.90

Al

0.45

V

5.87

V

9.00

Mo

4.24

(Table 4-6 continued)
LSU-031 Ti-8Al

LSU-032 Ti-8Al

LSU-033 Ti-8Al

Ti

97.05

Al

2.95

Ti

100.00

Al

0.00

Ti

97.76

Al

2.24

LSU-037 Ti-6Al-4V

LSU-040 Ti-6Al-4V10Mo

Ti

92.759

Al

LSU-038 Ti-6Al-4V

Ti

93.37

2.792

Al

2.02

V

4.448

V

4.61

Ti

86.10

Al

2.88

V

4.13

Mo

6.89

Ti

96.04

Al

3.96

Ti

93.41

Al

6.58

November, 2015
LSU-001 Ti

LSU-004 Ti-4Al

LSU-005 Ti-6Al-4V

LSU-009 Ti-6Al4V-10Mo

LSU-010 Ti-4Al

Ti

100

LSU-011 Ti-6Al

LSU-016 Ti-6Al

Ti

98.65

Al

1.34

Ti

97.21

Al

2.78

Ti

98.70

Al

1.29

Ti

93.87

Ti

100

Al

0

Ti

90.74

Al

5.52

V

3.74

Ti

83.32

Mo

8.63

Al

2.04

Al

4.68

V

4.19

V

3.36

Ti

96.76

Ti

88.67

Al

3.23

Mo

6.20

V

5.13

Al

0

LSU-017 Ti-6Al

LSU-019 Ti-6Al-4V

LSU-020 Ti-6Al-4V10Mo
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LSU-022 Ti-6Al

LSU-024 Ti-8Al

Ti-Al Evaporation Rate
Evaporation rate (mg/s/mm2
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Figure 4-55
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Measured evaporation rates of Ti-Al samples
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Figure 4-56
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Elemental liquid vapor pressures [85], [86]
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Figure 4-57

Measured equilibrium vapor pressure of elements in liquid alloy

Figure 4-58

Equilibrium vapor pressure of Ti, Al, V in Ti-64 solution [89]

The activity of each element could then be calculated as a function of temperature,
plotted in Figure 4-59 and the activity coefficient (ai/Xi) in Figure 4-60. It should be noted that
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the plots represent all Ti-Al samples over the range of compositions. The activity versus
composition was plotted for several different temperatures (Figures 4-61 thru 4-64). The
horizontal bars represents the range of aluminum composition during each test while the vertical
error bars represent the uncertainty in activity. It can be see that the compositions of the samples
overlap greatly because of each sample was processed between 10 percent and 2 percent weight
aluminum so there was not a large difference in compositions to be plotted. Therefore, it is
difficult to distinguish a trend without more experimental data although the general approach can
be validated by comparing results with existing data. The ideal solution Raoult’s Law is also
plotted for reference. For the region where Raoult’s Law holds:
𝑎𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖

4-7

𝛾𝑖 = 1

4-8

where 𝑎𝑖 is the activity of the component, 𝑋𝑖 is the mole fraction, and 𝛾𝑖 is the activity
coefficient. The remaining binary specimens were not plotted because they either underwent
multiple melt cycles so that the evaporation rate would not be from a constant temperature, or
evaporated all of the aluminum.
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Figure 4-59

Calculated chemical activity of liquid titanium and aluminum in the alloy
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Activity coefficients of the Ti-Al samples versus temperature
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2020

Figure 4-61

Activity of Ti-Al samples versus composition, 2010 oK

Figure 4-62

Activity of Ti-Al samples versus composition, 1970 oK
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Figure 4-63

Activity of Ti-Al samples versus composition, 1906 oK

Figure 4-64

Activity of Ti-Al samples versus composition, 1880 K

Finally, the Gibbs free energy of mixing was calculated from the molar concentration of
the elemental activities and plotted in Figure 4-65. It can be seen that several data points were
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positive which would not be an expected result for this solution. A positive Gibbs energy is the
result of positive activities from several of the titanium data points. As the activity is a function
of the vapor pressure in the solution and the vapor pressure of the pure liquid, it is dependent on
the reference value of vapor pressure selected for that temperature. There is significant scatter in
the available reference values for vapor pressures and so there is a degree of uncertainty in this
quantity [119], [120], [121]. Additionally, the vapor pressure of the solution is primarily a
function of the evaporation rate, so an activity of greater than one would also indicate a higher
than expected mass loss. The elemental mass loss calculation is dependent on accurate
composition measurements, which is also a cause for uncertainty. The activity is essentially a
measure of the effective concentration of the solution, and so is a measure of the deviation from
ideality, such that the chemical potential depends on the activity for a regular solution as opposed
to the concentration in an ideal solution. For a system under constant pressure the chemical
potential is equivalent to the partial molar excess Gibbs energy of mixing, which when positive
means the solvent destabilizes the solute, and energy is required in order to achieve mixing as
opposed to when negative, meaning the solvent stabilizes the solute, and mixing is spontaneous.
For this solution we would expect the activities to be below one, and the results found here may
be due to errors in the measurement or in the vapor pressure reference data, however the results
of the linear fit is within published values when considering experimental uncertainty [98].
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Figure 4-65

Gibbs free energy vs. temperature for all Ti-xAl samples

Efforts have been made by researchers to produce activity information of the Ti-Al
system experimentally, theoretically, and numerically [81], [122], [123], [124]. The theoretical
results largely follow the Knudsen effusion method, however typically by use of a crucible and
evaporation cell. This allows for contamination by the container, especially for reactive melts
such as titanium. The ESL approach is able to avoid these complications. Zhu et al. calculated
activity and activity coefficients based on Kohler’s ternary solution model and Miedema’s model
of calculating formation heat [125]. Results presented for Ti-Al were limited to 1600 K and
below, shown in Figures 4-66 and 4-67. Zhang et al. modeled the system based on the RedlichKister expansion to determine Gibbs energies and activities for several inter-metallic phases up
to about 1600 K [126]. Reddy et al. produced thermodynamic data utilizing a solid state
galvanic cell and the electromotive force method (EMF) and produced data up to 1050 K,
including Gibbs free energy of mixing (Figures 4-68 and 4-69) [81].

Maeda et al. determined

activities via the Knudsen effusion method in an electron beam vacuum furnace [122]. The
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results for aluminum activity at temperatures around 2000 K were an order of magnitude lower
than more recent results, however (Figure 4-70).

Figure 4-66

Activity coefficients in Ti3Al [125]

Figure 4-67

Activity coefficients of Ti-Al [125]
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Figure 4-68

Activity coefficients versus composition of Ti-Al, 850 K [81]

Figure 4-69

Integral Gibbs energy of mixing of Ti-Al system, 850 K [81]
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Figure 4-70

Activity of Al in Ti-Al solution, T = 2073 K [122]

Kostov et al. presented the results of numerical analysis based on the thermochemical
software and databases which correlated with the results of this study given the large
uncertainties involved (Figures 71 and 72) [123], [127]. Witusiewicz also generated numerical
results with the Thermocalc software and PARROT database that are within the experimental
uncertainty of this study [98],[81]. While there is some scatter with previous results, the results
presented here were also generally equal order of magnitude for data generated by this study and
mostly within the experimental uncertainty for the limited temperatures and compositions
presented.
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Figure 4-71

Activity of Ti and Al in solution, T = 1873 K [123]

Figure 4-72

Calculated Gibbs energy of mixing and Gibbs excess energy as function of Al
molar composition and temperatures of 2000 K, 2200 K, 2273 K [127]

4.8

Modeling Results

4.8.1 CALPHAD Results
With the assistance of Mr. Boliang Zhang, L.S.U., thermochemical results were
calculated for the Ti-Al binary system with the Thermo-Calc ® software. The TTTi3 titanium
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alloys database from ThermoTech was utilized which offers parameters for the generation of
thermodynamic data over a wide range of temperatures and alloying compositions. However,
Thermo-Calc cannot produce equilibrium equations of liquids in an undercooled state.
Therefore, activity and Gibbs free energy of the system were calculated from 2000 K to 2200 K,
such that a small overlap in experimental and modeled values would exist (2000 to 2050 K). The
system pressure was set at near vacuum (10-11 Torr) to mimic the ESL processing conditions.
The standard reference pressure of each element was set at the vapor pressure of the element at
the test temperature, beginning with 2000 K. Activities were then calculated as a function of
composition and temperature for the range of 0-10 percent mole fraction of aluminum and from
temperatures of 2000 K to 2200 K. Finally, the Gibbs energy was calculated for 8 percent mole
fraction over the range of temperatures, and for 0 to 10 percent aluminum at 2000 K. For the
CALPHAD method, the Gibbs energy of a disordered solution phase is described by [126]:
𝑜
𝑜
𝐺 = 𝑥𝑇𝑖 𝐺𝑇𝑖
+ 𝑥𝐴𝑙 𝐺𝐴𝑙
+ 𝑅𝑇(𝑥𝑇𝑖 𝑙𝑛𝑥𝑇𝑖 + 𝑥𝐴𝑙 𝑙𝑛𝑥𝐴𝑙 ) + 𝑥𝑇𝑖 𝑥𝐴𝑙 (𝐺𝑜 + 𝐺1 (𝑥𝑇𝑖 − 𝑥𝐴𝑙 )) 4-9
𝑜
𝑜
where the 𝑥𝑇𝑖 𝐺𝑇𝑖
and 𝑥𝐴𝑙 𝐺𝐴𝑙
are the Gibbs energy of mechanical mixing of the components, the

third term is the ideal Gibbs energy of mixing, and the fourth term the excess Gibbs energy. 𝐺𝑜
and 𝐺1 are parameters determined by optimization. The Gibbs energy descriptions of the pure
elements are adopted from the SGTE database compiled by Dinsdale [128].
The results of CALPHAD analysis of the system are presented in Figures 4-73 - 4-79.
Figures 4-73 and 4-74 gives the liquidus temperature versus composition for the binary and
quaternary systems, respectively. The quaternary study was accomplished by assuming a
pseudo-binary of Ti-6Al-4V-XMo. The calculated melting temperatures of the binary (1950K)
and quaternary (2000K) corresponds well with measured values when considering final
compositions.
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Figure 4-73

ThermoCalc derived liquidus temperature of Ti-Al

Figure 4-74

ThermoCalc derived liquidus temperature of Ti-6Al-4V-xMo
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Figures 4-75 and 4-76 show the calculated activities of the binary Ti-xAl as a function of
composition, at 2000 K, about fifty degrees above the melting temperature. The data represents
a strong negative deviation from Raoult’s Law which was also shown in previous work. Figures
4-77 and 4-78 give the calculated activities of Al and Ti in Ti-8Al as a function of temperature.
For both the Al and Ti data, the measured and modeled data were within 30-50 percent. The Ti
and Al activities for the full compositional range (0-100 percent Al) are provided for reference to
previously published works discussed earlier (Figures 4-79 and 4-80). The largest deviation
from the previous work is near TiAl (stoichiometric) composition.

Figure 4-75

ThermoCalc derived activity of Al in Ti-xAl, 2000 K
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Figure 4-76

ThermoCalc derived activity of Ti in Ti-xAl, 2000 K

Figure 4-77

ThermoCalc derived activity of Al in Ti-8Al versus temperature
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Figure 4-78

ThermoCalc derived activity of Ti in Ti-8Al versus temperature

Figure 4-79

ThermoCalc derived activity of Al in Ti-xAl, 2000 K
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Figure 4-80

ThermoCalc derived Ti activity in Ti-xAl, 2000 K

Figure 4-81 is the Gibbs free energy for Ti-8Al versus temperature while Figure 4-82
gives the Gibbs energy for Ti-xAl at 2000 K. Figure 4-83 plots the experimental and
CALPHAD results for Gibbs versus temperature. The results are within the experimental
uncertainty.
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Figure 4-81

Gibbs energy of Ti-8Al versus temperature (J/mol)

Figure 4-82

Gibbs energy of Ti-xAl, 2000 K (J/mol)
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Figure 4-83

Comparison of Gibbs free energy of the system from experimental and
CALPHAD results

4.8.2 Molecular Dynamics Results
With the assistance of Brian Novak, Ph.D., of L.S.U., the viscosities and densities for
pure Ti were calculated from molecular dynamics simulations using the second nearest neighbor
modified embedded atom method (2NN MEAM) potential of Kim, Lee, and Baskes [74]
following attempts utilizing EAM potentials developed by Zope and Mishin [72], and MEAM
potentials by Hennig et al. [129]. The LAMMPS [66] software was employed, and the procedure
for the calculation of each viscosity was similar to the procedure used by Zhang et al. [130].
The basic steps in the procedure were as follows:
1) Build a 10 X 10 X 10 unit cell fcc lattice (4000 atoms) of Ti with a lattice constant of
4.8775 angstroms (Å).
2) Simulate for 600 picoseconds (ps) at 2000 K and 0.0 bar (NPT) to melt the lattice and
equilibrate the box volume.
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3) Average the simulation box length and density over the last 300 ps of the simulation in
2).
4) Starting from the end of 3), rescale the simulation box lengths to match the average value
calculated in 3), reassign the velocities of the atoms randomly from a Gaussian
distribution such that the temperature is 2000 K, and simulate for 1300 ps at 2000 K
(NVT). Multiple simulations are run with the only difference being the random number
seed for reassigning atom velocities.
5) Calculate the shear viscosity from the results of the last 1000 ps of the simulations in 4).
6) Simulate for 216 ps at 0.0 bar with the set temperature of the thermostat changing linearly
from 2000 K to 1946 K (0.25 K/ps).
7) Repeat steps 2 to 6 for temperatures of 1946 K, 1892 K, and 1838 K.
The temperature and pressure are controlled differently depending upon the type of
simulation. During constant temperature and pressure (NPT) simulations which are mainly for
equilibration or cooling, a Berendsen thermostat [131] with a time constant of 0.1 ps is used to
control the temperature and a Berendsen barostat with a time constant of 500 ps is used to
control the pressure. Note that the relaxation time for the pressure is actually much faster than
the time constant suggests since it also depends on a bulk modulus setting. The default setting for
the modulus of 10 bar was not changed, and the time constant was chosen to get a reasonable
relaxation time for the pressure. During constant temperature and constant volume (NVT)
simulations, a Nosé-Hoover thermostat4 [132] with a time constant of 0.1 ps is used to control
the temperature since unlike the Berendsen thermostat, it samples from the canonical ensemble
exactly. The Green-Kubo formula for calculation of the shear viscosity, 𝜂∞ , can be written as
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𝜂∞ =

∞

𝑉
3𝑘𝐵

∫ 〈𝑃𝑥𝑦 (𝑡)𝑃𝑥𝑦 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡′)〉 + 〈𝑃𝑥𝑧 (𝑡)𝑃𝑥𝑧 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡′)〉 + 〈𝑃𝑦𝑧 (𝑡)𝑃𝑦𝑧 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡′)〉 𝑑(∆𝑡′) 4-10
𝑇 0

In the above equation, 𝑉 is volume, 𝑘𝐵 is Boltzmann’s constant, and 𝑇 is temperature
[133], [134]. In practice the integration is only taken out to some finite value of Δ𝑡, Δ𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥
instead of ∞ and is performed numerically or on a fitted function. Choosing the best value for
Δ𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 is difficult and usually somewhat arbitrary.
As opposed to using a single simulation, Zhang et al. [130] averaged over a set of short
simulations which greatly reduces the noise. Use of multiple simulations along with a good
algorithm to fit a function to the running viscosity allows reliable values to be extracted using the
Green-Kubo approach. For temperatures of 2000 K and 1946 K, 80 simulations were used. For
temperatures of 1892 K and 1838 K1, 60 simulations were used. The first step is to calculate the
autocorrelation functions of the off diagonal components of the pressure tensor for each
simulation: 〈𝑃𝑥𝑦 (𝑡)𝑃𝑥𝑦 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)〉, 〈𝑃𝑥𝑧 (𝑡)𝑃𝑥𝑧 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)〉, and 〈𝑃𝑦𝑧 (𝑡)𝑃𝑦𝑧 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)〉. The 〈 〉
notation indicates an ensemble average which is taken over all possible time origins, 𝑡, and ∆𝑡
indicates a time interval. Figure 4-84 shows the autocorrelation function versus time. The
autocorrelation functions are then used to compute an average running viscosity (Figure 485)using the following formula:
1

∆𝑡

𝐼𝑗 (Δ𝑡) = 3 ∫0 [〈𝑃𝑥𝑦 (𝑡)𝑃𝑥𝑦 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡 ′ )〉 + 〈𝑃𝑥𝑧 (𝑡)𝑃𝑥𝑧 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡 ′ )〉 + 〈𝑃𝑦𝑧 (𝑡)𝑃𝑦𝑧 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡 ′ )〉]𝑗 𝑑(∆𝑡 ′ )
4-11
𝜂(∆𝑡) = 𝑁

𝑉
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠
∑𝑁
(∆𝑡)
𝑗=1 𝐼𝑗

In the above equations, 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 is the number of simulations and the [ ]𝑗 notation
indicates that the quantities inside the brackets are taken from simulation 𝑗.
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Figure 4-84

Autocorrelation function with time

Figure 4-85

Running viscosity with time

The standard deviation of the running viscosity is also calculated,
2

𝜎𝜂 (Δ𝑡) =

1

𝑉
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠
√
∑𝑁
(
𝐼 (∆𝑡)
𝑗=1
𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑘𝐵 𝑇 𝑗

− 𝜂(∆𝑡))

4-13

The standard deviation can be represented approximately as Δ𝑡 𝑏 . Then 𝑏 can be found by fitting
a line to log[𝜎𝜂 (Δ𝑡)] versus log[Δ𝑡]. A double exponential function, 𝐴𝛼𝜏1 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏1 ) +
𝐴(1 − 𝛼)𝜏2 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏2 ), is then fit to the running viscosity out to Δ𝑡 = Δ𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 , where Δ𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 is
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the point where 𝜎𝜂 (Δ𝑡) becomes greater than 0.4𝜂(Δ𝑡). The choice of 0.4 is arbitrary and could
likely be chosen to be somewhat smaller to reduce uncertainty without introducing a bias. The
weights for the fit are chosen to be 1/ Δ𝑡 𝑏 so that points with smaller time intervals and less
noise are weighted higher and points with larger time intervals and more noise are weighted
lower. The limiting value (Δ𝑡 → ∞) of the fitted running viscosity, 𝜂∞ , is the desired final
quantity.
𝜂∞ = lim 𝐴𝛼𝜏1 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏1 ) + 𝐴(1 − 𝛼)𝜏2 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏2 ) = 𝐴𝛼𝜏1 + 𝐴(1 − 𝛼)𝜏2
Δ𝑡→∞

4-14

The results from the simulations are plotted below as Figures 4-86 and 4-87. The density
results trend with the experimental results are within 1 percent of the experimental results when
considering the experimental uncertainty.

The viscosity results, plotted in Figure 4-85 fall

within the experimental uncertainty of the ESL tests. The potential is very high for the
generation of valid simulation data for the binary Ti-Al alloy using the described technique, for
liquid melts.

Figure 4-86

Molecular dynamics simulation Ti density results with experimental results
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ESL Test Procedure Validation
In order to validate the ESL procedure and the MATLAB® image processing code

generated for this study, test results taken from other researchers at MSFC in the form of sample
video was processed with the code developed at L.S.U. to compare results with the code
developed at Tufts University. The code is attached as an appendix to this manuscript. The
testing of pure Nickel at 1708 K resulted in viscosity and surface tension values in good
agreement to the data produced by Tufts University researchers from the same video sample
(Figure 4-88).
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Figure 4-88

Viscosity and surface tension of Ni at 1708 K for processing comparison
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Chapter 5 Discussion of Results and Future Work
5.1

Summary of Results
Results presented include the testing via ESL of elemental titanium, Ti-Al binary alloys

between 2 and 10 percent weight aluminum, the Ti-6Al-4V ternary alloy, and the Ti-6Al-4V10Mo quaternary alloy. Data for density, surface tension, and viscosity as a function of
temperature were generated. Thermophysical data for the elemental titanium, selected binary
compositions and Ti-6Al-4V were compared with data available in the literature and results were
within anticipated margins of error. Preliminary results of the quaternary were presented for the
first time. By measuring the evaporation rates of the alloys, an equilibrium vapor pressure could
be calculated, which in turn could be used to determine chemical activity. For the case of the
binary, these results were compared to CALPHAD results above the melting temperature.
Although within the same order of magnitude, significant differences were found between the
measured and modeled data (±50 percent). Modeling results of the liquidus temperature as a
function of composition were also presented for the Ti-Al binary and the Ti-6Al-4V-XMo
pseudo binary and were in good agreement with experimental results. Significant sources of
uncertainty present in the ESL testing consist of noise in pyrometer measurements, the
assumption of emissivity values, the presence of a non-uniform surface charge, and non-uniform
electrostatic field due to the sample positioning system as the feedback control system tends to
bring back a perturbed sample to its original position. The vapor pressure calculations relied on
elemental evaporation rates, which in turn rely on compositional measurements and repeatability
of arc melting conditions. Both increased the uncertainty of vapor pressure and activity
calculations significantly. Difficulties encountered during testing included primarily the multi-
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mode oscillations generated from the excitation pulse. Regression analysis of the curve-fitting
found that viscosity data was reliable when a R2 value of greater than 0.95 was achieved and
surface tension data was reliable when a R2 value of greater than 0.75 was attained.
Thermochemical modeling results were in general agreement with literature values, although
some variability in published data exists for the Ti-Al binary, and were within experimental
uncertainties. The molecular dynamics simulation of elemental titanium produced viscosity and
density results that were in good agreement with the ESL experiments.
5.2

Conclusions
Thermophysical data for titanium alloys has been presented that was not available and is

pertinent to 3D printing applications. Results correlated well with the available literature for the
pure titanium, binary, and ternary alloys. A method was developed for generating
thermochemical data, such as vapor pressures, during the levitation testing that is difficult to
model (especially undercooled) and was not widely available. The levitation application of the
Knudsen effusion method eliminates the need for a crucible and should provide more reliable
results, especially for high temperature, and chemically reactive melts, such as titanium. This
thermochemical data is important for the design of new alloys. We have described how one can
utilize the experimental method of electrostatic levitation in conjunction with the theoretical and
stochastic models employed in CALPHAD to potentially improve the characterization and
models associated with new materials during the material design process as CALPHAD is often
used as a tool for screening candidate materials. The vapor pressure of the constituent elements
may be one useful parameter for adjusting the CALPHAD simulation parameters to more closely
approximate experimental work in high temperature regimes which are extrapolated from the
traditional CALPHAD method functions. Additionally, MD simulations of titanium showed
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good agreement with the often difficult to obtain ESL testing, which may provide a method for
expanding upon the experimental work for other high temperature compositions. The procedure
developed was employed to characterize thermophysical and thermochemical properties of
elemental titanium, Ti-Al binaries, Ti-6Al-4V ternary, and Ti-6Al-4V-10Mo quaternary alloys.
Thermophysical data for the quaternary alloy is presented here for the first time. Additional data
points, especially at compositions further spread (10 to 20 percent molar composition) for the
binary are required to fully develop property data as a function of temperature and composition.
The same method employed here to characterize the binary may be employed for higher-order
alloys, with careful control and measurement of elemental composition change before and after
processing.
5.3

Future Work
There exist copious opportunities to extend the research conducted during this study.

Regarding the physical testing, of primary need is the inclusion of an additional camera angle in
the capture of ESL sample volume and oscillation changes. An additional perspective will allow
the oscillation directions to be fully characterized and the potential exists to drastically increase
the proportion of samples that produce useable data. Second, the effect of the position control
frequency on sample oscillation amplitude should be further explored. Additionally, NASA
MSFC is experimenting with in situ emissivity testing of levitated samples. The ability to
generate accurate emissivity data would not only increase the accuracy of temperature
measurements, but also would facilitate the quantification of additional material properties such
as heat capacity, without the need for adding steps to the test plan. Currently, MSFC can make
emissivity measurements of non-levitated samples. The effort should be made to quantify
emissivities, even if at lower temperatures than melting, to bracket the expected emissivity range
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at higher temperatures. For high temperature applications, the creep resistance of materials
becomes important. ESL provides a method for generating materials property data concerning
creep at high temperatures and in a much faster time than the standard ASTM test [57].
The extension of the Knudsen effusion method for generating vapor pressure of the
binary alloy should be investigated for higher order alloys. Thermochemical data of the higher
order alloys could benefit the CALPHAD computations greatly in the liquid phase analysis. An
accurate compositional measurement is critical to the generation of reliable thermochemical data.
In-situ neutron scattering measurements have the potential for providing chemical information
regarding the ESL sample during processing [135]. In regards to modeling efforts, in addition to
the density and viscosity data generated and presented here, molecular dynamics simulations
have good potential for producing surface tension data that can closely approximate experimental
values. The phenomenon should be modeled and MD calculations should be attempted on the
Ti-Al binary with existing MEAM potentials to test for efficacy. Other researchers are
investigating the potential of a finite element method simulation of the electrostatic levitation
process. The application of a longer time and length scale simulation technique has the potential
to increase the simulation of additional processes or properties.
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Appendix
A.1

MATLAB® Code for ESL Processing

Calibration Test

Published with MATLAB® R2016a:
clear all
close all
%Calibration File%%%%%----------------------------------------------------%Select File locations----------------------------------------------------newpath = uigetdir('G:','Select Calibration Folder');
newFolder = cd(newpath);
fid = fopen('_config.xsv');
tline = fgetl(fid);
tline = fgetl(fid);
file_num = tline(end);
[Name,FileID] = strtok(tline,'=');
FileID = FileID(2:end);
sheet_name = strcat(FileID(1:25),FileID(end-5:end));
vidfile = uigetfile('*.avi','Select Calibration Video');
mov = VideoReader(vidfile);
playback_rate = mov.FrameRate; %playback frame rate
frame_rate = 30; %frames/sec
Results_Folder = uigetdir('G:','Select Results Directory');
%Enter diameter size of standard-----------------------------------prompt = {'Enter diameter of standard (mm):'};
dlg_title = 'Input';
num_lines = 1;
defaultans = {'2.2'};
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,defaultans);
% Use curly bracket for subscript
[diam_standard status] = str2num(answer{1});
if ~status
% Handle empty value returned
end
% convert video file into images----------------------------------------for ii = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
cal_img = read(mov,ii);
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% Write out to a JPEG file (img1.jpg, img2.jpg, etc.)
imwrite(cal_img,fullfile(sprintf('cal_img%d.jpg',ii)));
end
% crop top from each image
for k = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
CropFile = sprintf('cal_img%d.jpg',k);
I2 = imread(CropFile);
rect = [0 25 450 450];
I3 = imcrop(I2, rect);
%save file = sprintf('img%d.jpg',j);
imwrite(I3,fullfile(sprintf('cal_img%d.jpg',k)));
%
%imshow(I3);
%
end
% make black & white
for j = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
BWFile = sprintf('cal_img%d.jpg',j);
I = imread(BWFile);
level = graythresh(I);
BW = im2bw(I,level);
imwrite(BW,fullfile(sprintf('cal_img%d.jpg',j)));
%imshow(BW);
end
area_standard = pi*diam_standard^2/4 %mm^2
volume_standard = 4/3*(pi*diam_standard^3)/4;
%Determine Region Properties----------------------------------------for n = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
ComputeFile = sprintf('cal_img%d.jpg',n);
standard = imread(ComputeFile);
bw = standard < 100;
bw2 = bwareafilt(bw,1); %removes pixels out in space
bw3 = imcomplement(bw2); %fills in gaps inside sphere
bw4 = bwareafilt(bw3,1);
bw5 = imcomplement(bw4);
stats(n) = regionprops(bw5,'Area','MajorAxisLength','EquivDiameter','Eccentricity');
%imtool(bw)
length_pixel(n) = diam_standard/stats(n).EquivDiameter;
Num_pixel(n) = stats(n).Area;
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area_pixel(n) = area_standard/Num_pixel(n); %mm^2/pixel
stats_standard(n,:) = [stats(n).EquivDiameter stats(n).Eccentricity stats(n).Area
length_pixel(n) area_pixel(n)];
time(n,1) = (1/frame_rate)*n;
diameter(n) = stats(n).MajorAxisLength*length_pixel(n);
end
mean_length_pixel = mean(length_pixel)
mean_Num_pixel = mean(Num_pixel)
mean_area_pixel = mean(area_pixel)
mean_EquivDiameter = mean(stats_standard(:,1));
mean_Eccentricity = mean(stats_standard(:,2));
R=corrcoef(diameter(:).',stats_standard(:,1));
standard_dev1=std(stats_standard(:,1));
standard_dev2=std(stats_standard(:,4));
Cal_results = {[],'mean EquivDiameter','Standard Deviation','mean Eccentricity','mean Num
Pixels','mean Pixel Length','Standard Deviation','mean Pixel
Area';FileID,mean_EquivDiameter,standard_dev1,mean_Eccentricity,mean_Num_pixel,mean_le
ngth_pixel,standard_dev2,mean_area_pixel};
figure
plot(time,area_pixel)
title('Pixel Area')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Area (mm^2)')
ylim([0.5*10^-4 1.0*10^-4]);
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Calibration Area.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(time,diameter)
title('Standard Diameter');
ylabel('Diameter (mm)');
ylim([2.1 2.3]);
xlabel('Time (s)');
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Diameter.fig')
savefig(fig_name);
cd(newFolder)
oldFolder = cd(Results_Folder);
xlRange1 = 'A1';
xlRange2 = 'B3';
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xlswrite('Cal_results.xlsx',Cal_results,sheet_name,xlRange1);
xlswrite('Cal_results.xlsx',stats_standard,sheet_name,xlRange2);
cd(oldFolder);
A.2

Density Test

%%Density File%%----------------------------------------------------------clearvars -except sheet_name;
newpath = uigetdir('g:','Select Density File Directory');
addpath(newpath);
newFolder = cd(newpath);
fileID = fopen('_config.xsv','r');
formatSpec = '%c';
[A,count] = fscanf(fileID,formatSpec);
fclose(fileID);
fid = fopen('_config.xsv');
tline = fgetl(fid);
tline = fgetl(fid);
file_num_start = strfind(tline,'LSU-')+4;
file_num = tline(file_num_start:file_num_start+3);
[Name,FileID] = strtok(tline,'=');
FileID = FileID(2:end);
vidfile = uigetfile('*.avi','Select Density Video File');
Results_Folder = uigetdir('G:','Select Results Directory');
pyropath = uigetdir('F:','Select Pyro File Directory')
cd(pyropath);
pyroFile = uigetfile('*.xlsx','Select Pyro File');
cd(newpath);
%Input Mass--------------------------------------------------------------prompt = {'Enter inital mass of sample (mg):','Enter final mass of sample (mg):'};
dlg_title = 'Input';
num_lines = 1;
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines);
% Use curly bracket for subscript
[mass_initial status] = str2num(answer{1});
[mass_final status] = str2num(answer{2});
if ~status
% Handle empty value returned
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end
%Read timestamp from config file---------------------------------------tline = fgetl(fid);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Year] = strtok(tline,'=');
Year = Year(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Month] = strtok(tline,'=');
Month = Month(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Day] = strtok(tline,'=');
Day = Day(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Hour] = strtok(tline,'=');
Hour = Hour(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Minute] = strtok(tline,'=');
Minute = Minute(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Second] = strtok(tline,'=');
Second = Second(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,MilliSecond] = strtok(tline,'=');
MilliSecond = MilliSecond(2:end);
fclose(fid);
time_start = strcat(Hour,':',Minute,':',Second,'.',MilliSecond);
mov = VideoReader(vidfile);
playback_rate = mov.FrameRate; %playback frame rate
frame_rate = 30; %frames/sec
% convert video file into images
for ii = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
%m=1;
%while hasFrame (mov)
%img = readFrame(mov);
% imwrite(img,fullfile(sprintf('img%d.jpg',m)));
%m=m+1;
img = read(mov,ii);
% Write out to a JPEG file (img1.jpg, img2.jpg, etc.)
imwrite(img,fullfile(sprintf('img%d.jpg',ii)));
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end
%end
% crop top from each image
for k = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
CropFile = sprintf('img%d.jpg',k);
I2 = imread(CropFile);
rect = [25 25 450 450];
I3 = imcrop(I2, rect);
imwrite(I3,fullfile(sprintf('img%d.jpg',k)));
%
%imshow(I3);
%
end
% make black & white
for j = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
BWFile = sprintf('img%d.jpg',j);
I = imread(BWFile);
level = graythresh(I);
BW = im2bw(I,level);
imwrite(BW,fullfile(sprintf('img%d.jpg',j)));
%imshow(BW);
end
Read in calibration results from Calibration Standard------------------

oldFolder = cd(Results_Folder);
%mm - from standard measurement
length_pixel = xlsread('Cal_results.xlsx',sheet_name,'F2');
%mm^2/pixel - from standard meas.
area_pixel = xlsread('Cal_results.xlsx',sheet_name,'H2');
cd(oldFolder);
%-Read in pyro data, find trigger for video start and compute evap rate---pyroFolder = cd(pyropath);
pyro_data = xlsread(pyroFile,'A:J');
pyro_time = pyro_data(:,1);
pyro_temp = pyro_data(:,4);
pyro_lazer = pyro_data(:,8);
pyro_index = horzcat(pyro_time,pyro_temp);
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%Read video start time off of pyro file trigger----------------------------time_start = 0;
for z=1:size(pyro_time)
if time_start==0 && pyro_data(z,10)== 1;
time_start = pyro_time(z);
end
end
%Record start time for each density melt based on laser actuation
density_count = 1;
time_begin = zeros(20,1);
for z=2:size(pyro_time)
if time_begin(density_count)==0 && pyro_data(z,8)== 1 && pyro_data(z-1,8)== 0;
time_begin(density_count) = pyro_time(z) ;
density_count = density_count+1;
end
end
evap_rate = (mass_initial - mass_final)/mov.NumberOfFrames; %mg/frame

for n = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
ComputeFile = sprintf('img%d.jpg',n);
sample = imread(ComputeFile);
%standard = imread('img1.jpg');
%test2 = imhist(test1);
bw = sample < 100;
bw2 = bwareafilt(bw,1); %removes pixels out in space
bw3 = imcomplement(bw2); %fills in gaps inside sphere
bw4 = bwareafilt(bw3,1);
bw5 = imcomplement(bw4);
stats(n) = regionprops(bw5,'Area','MajorAxisLength','EquivDiameter','Eccentricity');
%imtool(bw5)
mass_sample(n) = mass_initial-(evap_rate*n);
Num_pixel(n) = stats(n).Area;
diam_sample(n) = length_pixel*stats(n).EquivDiameter;
area_sample(n) = Num_pixel(n)*area_pixel;
volume_sample(n) = area_sample(n)*(4/3)*diam_sample(n)*(1/2);
density_sample(n) = mass_sample(n)./volume_sample(n); % mg/mm^3
stats_sample(n,:) = [stats(n).EquivDiameter stats(n).Eccentricity area_sample(n)
volume_sample(n) density_sample(n)];
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time(n,1) = (1/frame_rate)*n;
end
Plot Figures------------

cd(newpath)
figure
plot(diam_sample)
title('Diameter of Sample')
xlabel('Frame')
ylabel('mm')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Diameter.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(mass_sample)
title('Mass of sample')
xlabel('Frame')
ylabel('mg')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Mass.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
mean_density = mean(density_sample)
mean_volume = mean(volume_sample)
mean_area = mean(area_sample)
figure
plot(density_sample)
title('Density vs Time')
xlabel('Frame')
ylabel('Density (g/cm^3)')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Density.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(volume_sample)
title('Volume')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Volume.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
time_step = 1/(frame_rate*60*60*24);
for z=1:n
video_time(z,1) = (time_start + time_step*(z))-time_step;
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end
density_index = horzcat(video_time,stats_sample);
[pyro_index,idx1] = sort(pyro_index(:,1));
[~,idx2] = histc(density_index(:,1),pyro_index(:,1));
idx = idx1(idx2);
density_index = horzcat(density_index,pyro_temp(idx));
figure
scatter(density_index(:,7),density_index(:,6))
title('Density vs. Temp')
xlabel('Temperature (^oC)')
ylabel('Density (g/cm^3)')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Density vs Temp.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
cd(pyropath);
pyro_temp_sort = sort(pyro_temp);
figure
plot(pyro_time*24,pyro_temp);
oldFolder = cd(Results_Folder);
Density_results = {FileID,mean_density,mean_volume,mean_area,time_start};
Density_title = {'FileID','Mean Density','Mean volume','Mean Area','Start Time'};
xlRange1 = 'A2';
xlRange2 = 'A2';
xlRange3 = 'C2';
xlRange4 = 'D2';
xlRange5 = 'E2';
xlRange6 = strcat('A',file_num);
sheet_name_density = FileID(12:30);
Stats_title = {'Pyro Time','Pyro Time text','Pyro Temp','Time','Video Time','Equiv
Diam','Eccentricity','Area','Volume','Density','Pyro Temp'};
xlswrite('Density_results.xlsx',Density_title,'Density Results','A1');
xlswrite('Density_results.xlsx',Density_results,'Density Results',xlRange6);
xlswrite('Density_results.xlsx',pyro_time,sheet_name_density,xlRange1);
xlswrite('Density_results.xlsx',pyro_temp,sheet_name_density,xlRange3);
xlswrite('Density_results.xlsx',time,sheet_name_density,xlRange4);
xlswrite('Density_results.xlsx',density_index,sheet_name_density,xlRange5);
xlswrite('Density_results.xlsx',Stats_title,sheet_name_density,'A1');
cd(oldFolder);
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A.3

Oscillation Test

%%Viscosity and Surface Tension File%%------------------------------------clearvars -except sheet_name;
addpath('c:\Users\Jonathan\Dropbox\Dissertation\ESL');
Results_Folder = uigetdir('g:','Select Calibration Results Directory');
newpath = uigetdir('G:','Select Viscosity Directory');
addpath(newpath);
newFolder = cd(newpath);
vidfile = uigetfile('*.avi','Select Viscosity Video File');
pyropath = uigetdir('G:','Select Viscosity Pyro File Directory');
pyroFolder = cd(pyropath);
pyroFile = uigetfile('*.xlsx','Select Pyro File');
cd(newpath);
fileID = fopen('_config.xsv','r');
formatSpec = '%c';
[A,count] = fscanf(fileID,formatSpec);
fclose(fileID);
fid = fopen('_config.xsv');
tline = fgetl(fid);
tline = fgetl(fid);
file_num = tline(end);
[Name,FileID] = strtok(tline,'=');
FileID = FileID(2:end);
%Read timestamp from config file
tline = fgetl(fid);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Year] = strtok(tline,'=');
Year = Year(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Month] = strtok(tline,'=');
Month = Month(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Day] = strtok(tline,'=');
Day = Day(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Hour] = strtok(tline,'=');
Hour = Hour(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
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[Name,Minute] = strtok(tline,'=');
Minute = Minute(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,Second] = strtok(tline,'=');
Second = Second(2:end);
tline = fgetl(fid);
[Name,MilliSecond] = strtok(tline,'=');
MilliSecond = MilliSecond(2:end);
fclose(fid);
start_time = strcat(Hour,':',Minute,':',Second,'.',MilliSecond);
---------Process video-----------------------------------------

cd(newpath)
% read video file---------------------------mov = VideoReader(vidfile);
%lastFrame = read(mov, inf);
%numFrames = mov.NumberOfFrames
playback_rate = mov.FrameRate;
frame_rate = 1000; %frames/sec
% convert video file into images--------------for ii = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
%m=1;
%while hasFrame (mov)
%img = readFrame(mov);
% imwrite(img,fullfile(sprintf('img%d.jpg',m)));
%m=m+1;
img = read(mov,ii);
% Write out to a JPEG file (img1.jpg, img2.jpg, etc.)
imwrite(img,fullfile(sprintf('visc_img%d.jpg',ii)));
end
%end
% crop top from each image----------------------------for k = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
CropFile = sprintf('visc_img%d.jpg',k);
I2 = imread(CropFile);
rect = [25 25 485 450];
I3 = imcrop(I2, rect);
%save file = sprintf('img%d.jpg',j);
imwrite(I3,fullfile(sprintf('visc_img%d.jpg',k)));
%
%imshow(I3);
%
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end
% make black & white------------------------------------for j = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
BWFile = sprintf('visc_img%d.jpg',j);
I = imread(BWFile);
level = graythresh(I);
BW = im2bw(I,level);
imwrite(BW,fullfile(sprintf('visc_img%d.jpg',j)));
%imshow(BW);
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------oldFolder = cd(Results_Folder);
%mm - from standard measurement
length_pixel = xlsread('Cal_results.xlsx',sheet_name,'F2')
%mm^2/pixel - from standard meas.
area_pixel = xlsread('Cal_results.xlsx',sheet_name,'H2')
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------prompt = {'Enter inital mass of sample (mg):','Enter final mass of sample (mg):','Enter density of
sample (mg/mm^3):',};
dlg_title = 'Input';
num_lines = 1;
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines);
% Use curly bracket for subscript
[mass_sample status] = str2num(answer{1});
[mass_final status] = str2num(answer{2});
[mean_density status] = str2num(answer{3});
if ~status
% Handle empty value returned
end
%------------------------------------------------------------------------prompt = {'Enter evaporation rate of sample for this test (mg/s):'};
dlg_title = 'Input';
num_lines = 1;
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines);
% Use curly bracket for subscript
[evap_rate_measured status] = str2num(answer{1});
if ~status
% Handle empty value returned
end
%Read Pyro File get trigger for video start-------------------------------cd(pyropath);
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pyro_time = xlsread(pyroFile,'A:A');
pyro_temp = xlsread(pyroFile,'D:D');
pyro_data = xlsread(pyroFile,'A:J');
visc_count = 1;
time_begin = zeros(40,1);
for z=2:size(pyro_time)
if time_begin(visc_count)==0 && pyro_data(z,10)== 1 && pyro_data(z-1,10)== 0;
time_begin(visc_count) = pyro_time(z) ;
visc_count = visc_count+1;
end
end
pyro_temp_sort = sort(pyro_temp);
%--Input Initial Composition
ti_comp=1; %TiAl8
al_comp=1-ti_comp;
ti_wt=47.9; %g/mol;
al_wt=27;%g/mol;
diam_est = 2*(3*mass_sample/(4*pi*mean_density))^(1/3); %mm
surface_area=4*pi*(diam_est/2)^2*(10^-6); %m2
mass_sample_est(1) = mass_sample;
mol_weight=(ti_wt*ti_comp+al_wt*al_comp)*10^-3; %kg/mol
avogadro=6.022*10^23; %atoms/mol
boltzman=1.38*10^-23; %J/atomK
%--vapor pressure of Ti
for i=1:length(pyro_temp);
P_ti(i)=10.^(6.358+(-22747./(pyro_temp(i)+273))); %atm - using eqn for liquid Ti
%--vapor pressure of Al
P_al(i)=10.^(5.911+(-16211./(pyro_temp(i)+273))); %atm - using eqn for liquid Al
Calculate Region Properties---------------------------------------------------------

cd(oldFolder);
for n = 1:mov.NumberOfFrames
ComputeFile = sprintf('visc_img%d.jpg',n);
sample = imread(ComputeFile);
%standard = imread('img1.jpg');
%test2 = imhist(test1);
bw = sample < 100;
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bw2 = bwareafilt(bw,1); %removes pixels out in space
bw3 = imcomplement(bw2); %fills in gaps inside sphere
bw4 = bwareafilt(bw3,1);
bw5 = imcomplement(bw4);
stats(n) =
regionprops(bw5,'Area','MajorAxisLength','MinorAxisLength','EquivDiameter','Eccentricity','Ori
entation');
%imtool(bw5)
Num_pixel(n) = stats(n).Area;
diam_sample(n) = length_pixel*stats(n).EquivDiameter;
area_sample(n) = Num_pixel(n)*area_pixel;
volume_sample(n) = area_sample(n)*(4/3)*diam_sample(n)*(1/2);
volume(n) =
(4/3)*pi*((stats(n).MajorAxisLength*length_pixel)./2)*((stats(n).MinorAxisLength*length_pixe
l)./2).^2;
density_sample(n) = mass_sample/volume_sample(n); % mg/mm^3
MajorAxisLength(n) = stats(n).MajorAxisLength;
MinorAxisLength(n) = stats(n).MinorAxisLength;
if stats(n).Orientation > 45
diam_osc(n) = stats(n).MajorAxisLength;
elseif stats(n).Orientation < -45
diam_osc(n) = stats(n).MajorAxisLength;
else
diam_osc(n) = stats(n).MinorAxisLength;
end
stats_sample(n,:) = [stats(n).EquivDiameter stats(n).Eccentricity stats(n).Orientation
area_sample(n) volume_sample(n) density_sample(n)];
time(n,1) = (1/frame_rate)*n;
end
----------------------------------------------------------------

%Update mass, diameter, and volume-------------------------------------file_number = double(file_num)-48;
mass_current = mass_sample-mass_sample*evap_rate_measured*time_begin(file_number);
diam_current = 2*(3*mass_current/(4*pi*mean_density))^(1/3); %mm
volume_current = (4/3)*pi*(diam_current/2)^3; %mm^3
%Plot figures ------------------------------------------------------------cd(newpath);
figure
plot(time,MajorAxisLength*length_pixel)
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title('Major Axis Length vs. Time');
xlabel ('time, s')
ylabel ('Major Axis Length, mm')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Major Axis Length.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
diff_diam = diff(MajorAxisLength.'*length_pixel);
figure
plot(time(2:end),diff_diam)
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Major Axis Length differential.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(time,MinorAxisLength*length_pixel)
title('Minor Axis Length vs. Time');
xlabel ('time, s')
ylabel ('Minor Axis Length, mm')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Minor Axis Length.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(time,(MajorAxisLength-MinorAxisLength)*length_pixel)
title('Major-Minor Axis Length vs. Time');
xlabel ('time, s')
ylabel ('Major-Minor Axis Length, mm')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Major-Minor Axis Length.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(time,(MajorAxisLength+MinorAxisLength)*length_pixel)
title('Major+Minor Axis Length vs. Time');
xlabel ('time, s')
ylabel ('Major+Minor Axis Length, mm')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'Major+Minor Axis Length.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(time,volume)
title('Volume vs. Time');
xlabel ('time, s')
ylabel ('Volume, mm3')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Volume.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
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plot(time,volume,time,diam_osc)
figure
plot(time,area_sample)
title('Area vs. Time');
xlabel ('time, s')
ylabel ('Area, mm2')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Area.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
volume_normalized = volume./max(volume);
figure
plot(time,volume_normalized)
title('Normalized Volume');
xlabel ('time, s')
ylabel ('Volume, mm3')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Volume_normalized.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
diam_ratio=diam_osc*length_pixel/diam_current-1;
mean_diam_osc = mean(diam_osc*length_pixel)
vertical_axis_corrected=(diam_osc*length_pixelmean(diam_osc*length_pixel))./volume_normalized;
figure
plot(time,vertical_axis_corrected)
hold on
plot(time,diam_ratio)
%-Determine range of times that is applicable-----------------------------prompt = {'Start Time of Curve Fit:','Enter End Time of Curve Fit'};
dlg_title = 'Input';
num_lines = 1;
defaultans = {'0.4','0.8'};
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,defaultans);
% Use curly bracket for subscript
[time_start status] = str2num(answer{1});
[time_end status] = str2num(answer{2});
if ~status
% Handle empty value returned
end
frame_start = time_start*frame_rate;
frame_end = time_end*frame_rate;
time_fit = time(frame_start:frame_end,1);
Major_osc = MajorAxisLength*length_pixel - diam_current;
Major_avg=tsmovavg((Major_osc),'s',6);
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figure
plot(time,Major_avg)
Major_Minor=((MajorAxisLength/volume_normalized)-MinorAxisLength)*length_pixel;
moving_average = tsmovavg(Major_Minor,'s',6);
figure
plot(time,moving_average)
Major_Minor_zero = mean(moving_average(frame_end:end))
moving_average2=moving_average-Major_Minor_zero;
hold on
plot(time,moving_average2)
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Major Axis - Minor Axis.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
moving_average_slope = zeros(length(moving_average2));
for i = 1:(length(moving_average2)-6)
moving_average_slope(i) = abs((moving_average2(i+6)-moving_average2(i))/6);
end
Diam_osc = diam_osc.';
diam_avg=mean(Diam_osc(frame_start:frame_end)*length_pixel)
diam_avg_diff=Diam_osc*length_pixel-diam_avg;
figure
plot(time,(Diam_osc*length_pixel)./diam_avg,time,volume_normalized)
major_axis_avg=mean(vertical_axis_corrected(frame_start:frame_end));
major_axis_avg_diff=vertical_axis_corrected-major_axis_avg;
figure
plot(time(frame_start:frame_end),major_axis_avg_diff(frame_start:frame_end))
figure
plot(time(frame_start:frame_end),vertical_axis_corrected(frame_start:frame_end))
title('Vertical Axis Corrected - Average Vertical Axis Length')
ylabel('Deviation from Mean Diameter (mm)');
xlabel('Test Time (s)');
A0 = max(vertical_axis_corrected(frame_start:frame_end))
A1 = A0/exp(1)
refline(0,A1)
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Vertical Axis Normalized - Average Vertical Axis.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
[osc_sort,sort_index] = sort(vertical_axis_corrected.','descend'); %Sort amplitude from largest to
smallest
osc_sort = horzcat(sort_index,osc_sort);%Create matrix with sorted values and matrix index
tau_index = find(osc_sort(:,2)>(A1-(A1*.05)) & osc_sort(:,2)<(A1+(A1*.05))); %Find values
that match Xmax at t=Tau and returns Matrix row location
tau_est = (max(osc_sort((tau_index),1))-frame_start)*(1/frame_rate); %Find largest amplitude
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from set, use index to find time, with t=0 at Xmax=A0
for i=1:length(time_fit);
time_tau(i) = (i-1)*(1/frame_rate);
end
ymax= A0*exp(-time_tau/tau_est);
hold on
plot(time(frame_start:frame_end),ymax)
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(time(frame_start:frame_end),diam_avg_diff(frame_start:frame_end))
title('Vertical Axis Length - Average Vertical Axis Length While Damping');
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Major Axis - Average.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
amp_osc = (Diam_osc(:,1) - stats_sample(:,1));
%FFT Analysis-----------------------------------------------------Fs = 1000;
% Sampling frequency
T = 1/Fs;
% Sampling period
L = frame_end - frame_start;
% Length of signal
t = (0:L-1)*T;
% Time vector
Diam_osc_fft=fft((diam_avg_diff(frame_start:frame_end)));
P2 = abs(Diam_osc_fft/L);
P1 = P2(1:L/2+1);
P1(2:end-1) = 2*P1(2:end-1);
f = Fs*(0:(L/2))/L;
figure
plot(f,P1)
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of X(t)')
xlabel('f (Hz)')
ylabel('|P1(f)|')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Amplitude Spectrum.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
[maxP1 idx]=max(P1);
freq1=f(idx)
n = 2^nextpow2(L);
dim = 2;
Y = fft(diam_avg_diff(frame_start:frame_end),n,dim);
P2 = abs(Y/n);
P1 = P2(:,1:n/2+1);
P1(:,2:end-1) = 2*P1(:,2:end-1);
figure
plot(0:(Fs/n):(Fs/2-Fs/n),P1(1:n/2))
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title(['Frequency Domain'])
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Frenquency.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(time,(Diam_osc*length_pixel)-diam_current)
title('Vertical Axis - Estimated Diameter')
xlabel ('time, s')
ylabel ('Oscillation diameter, mm')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Major Axis Length - Estimated Diameter.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
figure
plot(time,amp_osc,time,density_sample)
title('Major Axis - Image Calculated Diameter with Calculated Density')
xlabel ('time, s')
ylabel ('Deviation of diameter from mean, No. of Pixels')
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-Major Axis Length - Calculated Diameter.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
amp_osc = (Diam_osc*length_pixel)-diam_current;
amp_osc = diff_diam;
amp_osc = diam_avg_diff;
mean_volume = mass_sample/mean_density; %mm^3
mean_area = mean(area_sample(1,frame_start:frame_end));
mean_EquivDiameter = mean(stats_sample(frame_start:frame_end,1));
mean_diameter = mean_EquivDiameter*length_pixel; %mm
mean_diameter = 2*(0.75*mean_volume/pi())^(1/3);
%determine frequency of oscillations
num_zeros = dsp.ZeroCrossingDetector;
release(num_zeros);
NumZeroCross = step(num_zeros,amp_osc(frame_start:frame_end));
time_frame = 1/frame_rate; %seconds
time_elapsed = time_frame*(frame_end-frame_start); %seconds
frequency = (NumZeroCross/2)/time_elapsed; %oscillations per second
angular_frequency= frequency*2*pi;
file_duration = n/frame_rate; %seconds
%surface tension
%For 2nd mode oscillation:
surface_tension = (((angular_frequency)^2*mean_density*(diam_current/2)^3)/8) %
%L = 7; %mm distance between electrodes
%V = 12000; %V potential diference between electrodes
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%Q = mass_current*9.81*L*10e-9/V; %C
%term = Q^2/(8*pi^2*(diam_current/2)^6*mean_density*8.85e-24); %s^2/mg*mm^2
%x = surface_tension + angular_frequency*term;
%nonlinear least squares curve fit
%Assume form y=Ae^(-t/T)sin(2pift+phi)
options.MaxFunEvals = 1000;
amp_osc_fit = amp_osc(frame_start:frame_end,1);
predicted = @(a,time_fit) a(1)*exp(time_fit/a(2)).*sin(2*pi*(a(3)+a(5)*time_fit).*time_fit+a(4));
a0 = [100;0.2;freq1;10;2];
[ahat,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian] =
lsqcurvefit(predicted,a0,time_fit,amp_osc_fit,[],[],options);
curve_fit = ahat(1)*exp(time_fit/ahat(2)).*sin(2*pi*(ahat(3)+ahat(5)*time_fit).*time_fit+ahat(4));
%Iterate---------------------------------------------------------------------a0 = ahat;
[ahat,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian] =
lsqcurvefit(predicted,a0,time_fit,amp_osc_fit);
curve_fit = ahat(1)*exp(time_fit/ahat(2)).*sin(2*pi*(ahat(3)+ahat(5)*time_fit).*time_fit+ahat(4));
a_delta_1 = ahat - a0
%Fit method----------------------------------------------------------------fo = fitoptions('Method','NonlinearLeastSquares','StartPoint',a0,'Algorithm','TrustRegion','MaxFunEvals',1000);
ft = fittype('a1*exp(-x/a2).*sin(2*pi*(a3+a5*x).*x+a4)','options',fo);
[curve,gof] = fit(time_fit,amp_osc_fit,ft)
g_of_f=struct2cell(gof)
goodness_of_fit=cell2mat(g_of_f).'
ci=confint(curve,0.95)
coeff=horzcat(a0,ci.')
figure %Use this to check convergence
plot(time_fit,amp_osc_fit)
hold on
plot(time_fit,curve_fit)
fig_name = strcat(FileID,'-fit.fig');
savefig(fig_name);
fit_difference = abs(amp_osc_fit - curve_fit);
standard_deviation = std(fit_difference);
R_norm = std(residual);
R=corrcoef(amp_osc_fit, curve_fit);
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%viscosity
tau = ahat(2,1);
freq2 = ahat(3,1);
surface_tension1 = (((2*pi*freq1)^2*mean_density*(diam_current/2)^3)/8)*10^-6
surface_tension2 = (((2*pi*freq2)^2*mean_density*(diam_current/2)^3)/8)*10^-6
visc1 = (mean_density*(diam_current/2)^2)/(5*tau_est) %mg/mm*s = mPa*s
visc2 = (mean_density*(diam_current/2)^2)/(5*tau) %mg/mm*s = mPa*s
cd(newFolder)
%write results to excel file
Test_results =
{FileID,surface_tension2,visc2,standard_deviation,mean_density,diam_current,mean_EquivDia
meter,volume_current,start_time,file_duration,goodness_of_fit(1,1),goodness_of_fit(1,2),goodne
ss_of_fit(1,3),goodness_of_fit(1,4),goodness_of_fit(1,5),length_pixel,freq1,surface_tension,surf
ace_tension1,tau_est,tau,visc1};
Results_title = {'File ID','Surface Tension (N/m)','Viscosity (mPa*s)','Standard
Deviation','Density','Diameter','EquivDiameter','Volume','Start time','File
Duration','sse','rsquare','dfe','adjrsquare','rmse','length_pixel','FFT freq','surface_tension','surface
tension1','tau est','tau curve fit','visc1'};
oldFolder = cd(Results_Folder);
xlRange1 = strcat('B',num2str(file_number+1));
xlRange2 = 'C2';
xlRange3 = 'A2';
xlRange4 = 'D2';
results_sheet = FileID(12:35);
sample_sheet = strcat(FileID(12:35),'-',file_number);
xlswrite('Test_results.xlsx',Results_title,results_sheet,'B1');
xlswrite('Test_results.xlsx',Test_results,results_sheet,xlRange1);
xlswrite('Test_results.xlsx',stats_sample,sample_sheet,xlRange4);
xlswrite('Test_results.xlsx',pyro_time,sample_sheet,xlRange3);
xlswrite('Test_results.xlsx',pyro_temp,sample_sheet,xlRange2);
xlswrite('Test_results.xlsx',coeff,sample_sheet,'K2');
cd(oldFolder);
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